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Report says
blunt force
claimed driver

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
At right, a crane holds a
College.
Elizabeth
State
University's
Murray
HIGH-LEVEL POSMON: A crew works on the top of
large piece of equipment for the workers.

Staff Report
Preliminary autopsy reports
were completed yesterday on a
Murray man who died in a twovehicle accident Tuesday night.
Deputy
to
According
Coroner Ricky Walls, Ray
Walker, 68, died of multiple
blunt force trauma in the accident that also involved Murray
Police Officer John A. Cooper.
Cooper was westbound on
Ky.94 responding to a business'
silent alarm. According to
police reports, he had all of his
emergency equipment activated
when he struck the left side of
Walker's vehicle at the intersection of Ky. 94 and LP Miller
Street.
The Kentucky State Police

reported Walker was traveling
southbound on LP Miller Street
and was attempting to cross
Main Street when he pulled into
the pathway of Cooper.
Walker was originally identified in police reports as Everette
Walker.
Cooper has served on the
police force since 2004.
According to MPD Sgt. Tracy
Guge, Cooper is taking his regularly scheduled days off but
has not been placed on leave.
Police
State
Kentucky
Trooper Russell Boyd is continuing the death investigation
with Accident Reconstructionist
Trooper Tim Sales.
At press time this morning,
no report was available.

Beshear, lawmakers meet to
work on casino amendment
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al)) _
With time running out on this
year's legislative session. Gov.
Steve Beshear and House leaders are beginning a final push to
legalize casinos in Kentucky.
"We're devising a strategy,"
Beshear told reporters on
Wednesday following a meeting
with Democratic House leaders.
think our strategy will
become clear in the next few
days."
Lawmakers have only Ii
working days remaining in the
legislative session to pass a proposed constitutional amendment. House Majority Whip
Rob Wilkey, D-Scottsville, said
that's ample time for the proposal to clear the General
Assembly.
Wilkey said the state faces
sharp cuts in government services unless lawmakers agree on
ways to increase state revenues,
and legalizing casinos, he said,
may be the most palatable

option tor doing that.
"I think it iftoing to become
apparent to the members that
this is an issue we need to consider," Wilkey said.
Attempts to reach State Rep.
Melvin Henley, D-Murray. for
comment were unsuccessful by
press time this morning.
Although Kentucky has a
long tradition of wagering at
horse tracks and bingo halls and
through a state lottery, the constitution specifically forbids
casinos.
Beshear made casinos a
major issue during last fall's
campaign, and said casinos
could generate some $500 million a year for the state.
If lawmakers approve a proposed constitutional amendment, Kentucky voters would
get to ratify or reject their decision in a ballot referendum.
The governor has also proposed raising the cigarette tax
by 70 cents a pack, which would
generate about $200 million a
year in additional state revenue.

That proposal, like the casino
plan, lacks sufficient support
from lawmakers to pass at this
point, but Beshear said he's still
hopeful lawmakers will approve
the hike.
Beshear called on health
advocates during a rally
Wednesday to pressure lawmakers to approve the cigarette tax
hike.
The House already has
passed a plan to raise the cigarette tax by 25 cents a pack.
Beshear said that's not enough.
Meanwhile, Senate President
David Williams, R-Burkesville,
said he doesn't expect a cigarette
tax of any amount to pass his
chamber.
Wilkey said lawmakers in
both the House and Senate are
more likely to agree on the casino proposal than on the cigarette
tax hike. And that, he said, may
make casinos the best bet for
approval.
"If the issue is whether we

•See Page 2A
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SPRING IS HERE!: Misses Spring, that is. Murray High School senior Laken Peal, left, and
Calloway County High School senior Allison Thompson were named this year's honorees.
Here, they pose with bouqets and sashes from Wilson's Florist. The two will also be featured
on the upcoming Miss Spnng section in the Murray Ledger & Times.
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Protesters mark fifth
anniversary of Iraq War
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Judy Munro-Leighton didn't
waste time taking to the streets
when the U.S. invaded Iraq five
years ago.
Munro-Leighton marched in
protest on March 19, 2003, the
day the U.S. began military
operations in Iraq. The history
teacher from Louisville, however, never imagined she'd be out
on the streets again five years
later.
"I knew it wasn't going to be
easy," Munro-Leighton said.
"But to be here now, five years
later? I didn't see it."
Munro-Leighton was among
a dozen or so members of the
Activist
Peace
Louisville
Community who protested on
the steps of the Jefferson
on
Courthouse
County
Wednesday.
Protesters lined rows of
shoes — from military boots to
sandals to children's tennis
shoes — to honor those who
have died in the Iraq War. They
stood in a cold driving rain, huddling close while gusts of wind
lifted the tents placed in front of
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AP
Sally Taylor sits by herself as she Joins a group of people protesting the fifth anniversary of the
U.S. invasion of Iraq in Frankfort, Ky., Wednesday.
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the courthouse steps off the
ground.
A volunteer read names of
some of the nearly 4,000 soldiers who have been killed since
the fighting began, including 61
soldiers from Kentucky.
A sign reading "5 years too
many" was stretched between
two columns at the courthouse
entrance. Drivers honked their
horns in support of the protests,
though most passers-by huddled
under umbrellas and kept moving.
of
Wolberton
Laurie
Louisville said she's hopeful the
upcoming presidential election
will lead to a change in strategy
and allow most of the soldiers
stationed in Iraq to return home.
Wolberton, whose son, Trey.
Just finished a tour of Iraq as an
Army lieutenant stationed north
of Baghdad in Taji, said she
fears the worsening U.S. economy has caused Americans to
forget about the war.
"We're not paying attention
anymore,- she said. "My son
has buried his friends. He's
given eulogies, he's had to go
through things no one should

have to go through, and over
here they've forgotten. They
just go shopping instead."
The military boots were
tagged with the names of soldiers who have died in the war.
Tennis shoes, loafers and sandals symbolized the deaths of
Iraqi civilians.
"Nobody is talking about
that, about the pnce they paid,"
Wolberton said. "It's a tragedy
that keeps getting worse."
in
protesters
Several
Louisville planned on holding a
vigil outside U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell's, R-Ky., home later
Wednesday evening.
McConnell, the Senator
minority leader, said in a statement that while lawmakers will
continue to join in "spirited
debate" about national security,
it's important to make sure the
soldiers' needs are met.
"We can nse above political
fights and focus on continued
security in the Middle East,
instead of what will happen in
November," McConnell said in
a statement. "And we can spend

III See Page 2A
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PollceSheriffLogs
Murray Ponca Deportment
-A theft was reported at 706 Murray Place Wednesday at 9:37 a.m.
-A theft was reported at 1409 Apt D8 ()argued Dr. at 1:58 p.m.
-A theft was reported at Food Giant at 308 pm
-Theft of money was reported from 1403 N 16th St Apt 1 at 10:59
Calloway County Sheriffs Department
A fire was reported on Liberty Road Tuesday at 8 29 p.m when a
tree was in the power hoes
A fire was reported in a dumpster at the Yamaha shop Wednesday
at 7 10 a m
Information is obtained from reports,
logs and crtiations from vanous agencies

AP
Gov Steve Beshear addresses a rally in support of a 70-cent
hike in the state s cigarette tax at the Capitol in Frankfort, Ky.,
Wednesday

II Casino amendment ...
From Front
put gaining on the haiku or we make devastating and painful tit to
services and education, then that may be something that our members ma) want to reconsider," Wilkey said.
Beshem said more than 50 House lawmakers have committed to
vote for the casino plan. To pass the House. at team 60 representatives lust: to sole for it
Beshear said he's not sure whether a casino anendinent or a
arette tax hike is more likely to be approved by lawmakers
'We'll he to wait and we.' he said. 'Hopefully, both of them

Lawmakers
question
pollution
reporting
WASHINGTON (API —
Democratic lawmakers arc
questioning a Bush administration plan to eliminate requirements for farms to disclose air
pollution from animal waste.
Currently farms must report
to federal, state and local officials when emissions of hazardous substances like ammonia
and hydrogen sulfide exceed
certain levels. In a little-noticed
proposed rule change published
in the Federal Register on Dec.
28. when Congress was on its
the
recess,
winter
Protection
Environmental
Agency proposed eliminating
the reporting requirement.
EPA argued that the requirement created an unnecessary
burden for farms and that the
emission release reports weren't
acted on at the federal level,
anyway. The public comment
period for the proposed change
closes March 27.
Rep. John
Democratic
Dingell of Michigan, chairrnan
of the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, sent a
letter to EPA Administrator
Stephen L. Johnson on Tuesday
arguing that the proposed
reporting exemption "appears
ill-considered and contrary to
the public interest." The letter
was also signed by Reps. Hilda
Solis. D-Calif..and Al Wynn. DMd.
"The Bush administration's
plan to exempt industrial-sized
animal feeding operations from
emissions reporting requirements is nothing more than a
favor to big agribusiness at the
expense of the public health,"
Dingell said in a statement.
EPA spokesman Jonathan
Shradar said agency officials
would review and respond to
Dingell's letter. He noted that
the proposed exemption is limited in scope as it would only
apply to emissions from anitnal
waste.
"It is also protective of
human health and the environment and consistent with the
agency's goal to reduce reporting burden where there would
likely be no federal, state or
local emergency response to
such release reports," Shradar
said.

AP
Wendy Barranco. a college student and Iraq war veteran is overwhelmed as she looking at
photographs on the Iraq conflict, at the Pasadena City College library in Pasadena. Calif
Tuesday

War impacting students
who know U.S. soldiers
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
When his kid brother went off to
war, a depressed Christian
Dingethal went to bed.
The junior at Canisius
College in Buffalo, N.Y., says
he also for weeks stopped going
to classes, doing laundry and
contacting his parents.
"I didn't know if I was saying goodbye to him for the rest
of my life," said Dingethal, 21.
"I didn't know how to deal with
that. I turned cold."
Soon after Dingethal's brothin
arrived
Joseph.
er.
Afghanistan early this year, the
Army shipped him home after
he hurt his eye in an accident.
Christian Dingethal has gotten
counseling and is returning to
classes.
However, a national poll of
college students conducted for
The Associated Press and mtvU
shows the stress he suffered —
while extreme — is hardly
unusual.
Half of the students surveyed
said they personally know
someone serving in Iraq or
Afghanistan or who had been
deployed there. Of that group,
just over half said they had
experienced stress because of
the person's service, including
nearly one in six who said it had
caused them a lot of anxiety.
Women are more likely than
men to say the problem has been
intense.
The Pentagon says nearly 1.7
million U.S. troops have served
in Iraq and Afghanistan over the
years, some putting in more than
one tour.
The poll underscores that
even though the economy has
surpassed Iraq in many polls as
the country's top problem. war
continues to have a big personal
impact on students — many of
whom are stressed out for other
reasons as well.
The AP-mtvU survey found
that overall, eight in 10 college
students say they feel stress.

including four in 10 who say it
affects them often. The most
often mentioned causes include
school, money and relationships. MtvU is a television
channel broadcast at many college campuses.
Among students hit hard
because they know people overseas is Lindsey Odom, an education major at McMurry
University in Abilene. Texas.
She said boyfriend Jimmy
Lemoncelli, who is in the Air
Force, left home in late
December and is scheduled to
be in Iraq through July.
"I came home the first two
weeks of student teaching after
school and I just cried," said
Odom. 22. "It takes a strong
woman."
Of those who said they know
someone serving, half said it
was a friend and a quarter said it
was a relative. It was a classmate for more than one in 10.
A tiny number of students —
2 percent — said they had
served in either Iraq or
Afghanistan.
Wendy Barranco, a sophomore at Pasadena City College
in California, was a medical
technician in Iraq. She said she's
been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder and is
studying to become a physician's assistant. Compared to
her time in the Army, she finds
school too slow.
"I've already been there and
done that," she said of some of
her classes. "I'm not living
unless I'm busy. Now if I have
an afternoon off, it feels weird."
A 2007 report by a federal
Institute of Medicine panel estimated that 13 percent of Iraq
veterans and 6 percent of those
returning from Afghanistan suffer post-traumatic stress disorder. the most commonly diagnosed mental difficulty from
those wars. Sufferers can have
flashbacks and other problems
related to their tense times overseas.

AP-I41VU POLL

Coping with war
while in college
t

someone wno served in the
Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts
and 55 percent of the students
nad reiated stress
Do you personally know anyone
who has served or is currently
serving in Iraq Or AlignartrStan
since October 2001,

46
No
Was the person wounded in action?
Yes

82
Vas

No

Del the person suffer signmeant
peyehalogical trauma after action?
77

Yes
How morn stress did th,s person's
service cum you personaieso

43
Alligator/its

Very was or none
AP

In the new poll, 15 percent
said the person they know was
wounded and 19 percent said
the serviceman or woman suffered psychological harm. An
additional 3 percent said the
person they knew was killed.
About 4,400 U.S. service
members have died and more
than 30,000 have been wounded
in the two conflicts, mostly in
Iraq, according to Pentagon figures.
As of last fall, about 120,000
veterans who have left the mili-.
tary have been given a preliminary diagnosis of a mental
health problem, said spokesman
Phil Budahn of the Veterans
Affairs Department.
The poll found most students
saw tough times ahead for those
back from the wars. Two-thirds
said they think it is hard for
those returning to readjust to life
at home, and almost as many
said they think the government
does a poor job of giving those
troops needed medical and psychological treatment.
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Iraq War demonstrators dressed in pnson suits and weanng the heads of, from left. Secretary
of State Condoleezza Rice President Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney. protest outside
the National Archives in Washington Wednesday on the fifth anniversary of the war in Iraq
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Come one hour early to meet our annals and pedantic, at the All Access Pre-show FREE with your ticket!

•Protestors mark ...
From Front
less time telling the troops their
mission is unwinnahle. and
more time focused on providing
them with the funding they need
to succeed in their mission

Similar demonstrations were
held across the country and the
state on Wednesday Nineteen
people huddled under a shelter
at a local farmer's market in
Frankfort Several held homemade signs, including one that
said -Support Our Troops. End

the War
Protesters ranged in age front
youthful to 77-year-old Sally
Taylor. who sat on a chair with a
sign reading "No More War" as
the wind whipped through the
shelter

••••••••••••
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KentuckylnBrief
Miner reprimanded for
videotaping safety hazard

it

FRANKFORT, Ky. IAH- Barriers constructed to seal oft abandoned sections of underground coal mines are supposed to be
impenetrable so that explosive methane gas can't seep into working
areas
So when Charles Scott Howard played an eye-catching videotape
last year that showed barriers so cracked that water gushed through
them. the Kentucky coal miner prompted a federal investigation that
led to citations against his employer.
What he didn't expect was to receive a written reprimand for violating company policy against taking a video camera into the underground mine where he works
Howard filed a federal complaint Wednesday with the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Review Commission alleging that he was
improperly sanctioned by Cumberland River Coal Co. for documenting unsafe working conditions
A veteran miner. Howard played the video during a U.S. Mine
Safety arid Health Administration public hearing in Lexington last
July. After the heanng, federal inspectors went to the mine and
issued citations. After the citations, Howard said the company sanctioned him for 'taking a non-permissible video camera underground."
Lexington attorney Tony Oppegard. representing Howard, said
the company shouldn't be allowed to punish a miner for documenting unsafe conditions. Oppegard. who provided a copy of the complaint to The Associated Press, is asking that the reprimand be
removed from Howard's personnel file and that Cumberland River
Coal managers be ordered to undergo training about the rights of
miners to document unsafe working conditions.

Senate clears revamped ethics plan
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A wide-ranging ethics package that
cleared the Senate Wednesday would prevent executive branch officials, such as the governor, from accepting campaign contributions
from lobbyists or personal gifts.
Lawmakers who favored the plan said it was aimed at toughening
laws for executive branch officials up to the same level that currently govems state legislators. Under the proposal, lawmakers also
would not be allowed to solicit or accept political donations from lobbyists.
We have very strong legislative branch ethics laws here in the
commonwealth," said Sen. Damon Thayer, R-Georgetown. The
executive branch should live under those same laws so that the people of this commonwealth can have confidence in the integrity of both
the executive and legislative branches of government."
Gov. Steve Beshear began pushing an ethics reform package
earlier this year. Beshear, who defeated former Gov. Ernie Fletcher
in November, ran in part on a promise to run an ethical administration.
Fletcher was indicted on misdemeanor charges stemming from
an investigation into his administration's hiring practices.
Prosecutors eventually dropped the charges as part of a negotiated
deal, after Fletcher pardoned his entire administration for any possible charges that could stem from the probe.
The Senate plan, which was approved by a 29-7 vote, prohibits
executive branch officials and their immediate families from accepting gifts other than up to $100 in food and drinks from lobbyists.
Members of the legislature already face similar restrictions.

Remains identified as missing
Nashville man

ice

I :II
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PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police say the remains of
a man found in Eastem Kentucky are of a Nashville man reported
missing in 2002.
Authorities identified 41-year-old Robert Wayne Chadwell on
Wednesday as the skeleton found in Beaver, about 10 miles south of
Pikeville.
Kentucky State Police says it investigated Chadwell's disappearance back in 2002, when his partially burned truck was found on
Beaver Mountain. His remains were found last month by two juveniles who were riding ATVs there.
Authorities say Chadwell was last seen at a construction site in
Nashville on Aug. 29, 2002. He was believed to be traveling to
Memphis.
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Kindergarten student dies
after collapsing at school
LANCASTER, Ky. (AP) — Students at a central Kentucky elementary school are grieving after the death of a classmate.
WKYT-TV reports that 5-year-old Jordan Aguilar collapsed
Monday in the lunch room at Camp Dick Robinson Elementary in
Garrard County.
The kindergarten student was flown to University of Kentucky
hospital and later died. The station reports that doctors said the boy
had a rare birth defect, which constricted the blood vessels in his
brain and caused a stroke.
Grief counselors were at the school Wednesday to talk to students.

AP

David Allee, left, and Javier Cuellar checks his boat motor on his way to check his grandmothers house in Henderson, Ky. on
Wednesday. Many streets in the city were closed as the area has received approximately 6 inches of rain in the past 36 hours.

Rain behind deadly Ky. wreck
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Drier weather was following
unusually heavy rain into
Kentucky, after a storm caused
flooding in some areas of western Kentucky on Wednesday
and caused a deadly interstate
wreck
in
south-central
Kentucky.
Forecasters said the shift
would give rain-soaked and
flooded areas a chance to dry
out before more precipitation
that was expected on Sunday.
Kentucky State Police said a
crash that killed five people
Wednesday
morning
on
Interstate 65 in Hart County
happened when a northbound
pickup truck hydroplaned in
heavy rain, crossed the median
and hit a southbound van. The
driver of an 18-wheeler tried to
avoid the collision but hit the
van on the passenger side, police
said.
Schools
in
Daviess,
Henderson and Union counties
in western Kentucky closed due
to the weather. U.S. 60 at the
line that separates Henderson
and Union counties was shut
down because of flooding.
Henderson had gotten more
than 6 inches of rain from early
Monday through Wednesday
afternoon, the equivalent of
about six weeks of normal rainfall, The Gleaner reported.
National Weather Service
hydrologist Mike Callahan said
the rain had become less persistent throughout Wednesday and
tapered off late in the day before
expected clearing Thursday.
Some of the flooded areas had
rain totals varying from 2 inches

in the Louisville area to as much
as 6 inches in pails of western
Kentucky, he said.
"We've got to give these
creeks a chance to catch up,"
Callahan said.
Russell Sights, acting city
manager in Henderson, said
some creeks were overflowing,
and low-lying areas that normally have problems during heavy
rains were being evacuated.
"They are flooded," Sights
said.
The rain is part of a system
drenching parts of the Midwest.
At least 13 deaths, including
those in the Kentucky wreck,
had been linked to the weather,
and three people were missing.
Many of the flooded roads in
Kentucky were in counties
along the Ohio River, Callahan
said. The river was expected to
peak at about 2 feet above flood
stage at the northern markers
near Louisville and at flood
stage farther south, Callahan

said.
"This is kind of a normal
Ohio River flood," Callahan
said. "This is one like you
expect every three or four
years."
Multiple landslides tied up
roads across the state. A mudslide Wednesday morning shut
down a road in Milton, about 56
miles northeast of Louisville
along the Ohio River. Callahan
said. Land slippage was pushing
several trees toward U.S 41 in
Henderson near Audubon State
Park.
The
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet was trying to pull the trees down before
they fell onto the roadway, said
Mark Brown, a spokesman for
the cabinet.
There was also a landslide
along U.S. 60 near the Stanley
community in Daviess County,
Brown said. The cabinet
planned to close the highway to
allow repairs from about 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m.,CDT Thursday. and

possibly extending into Friday!
the agency said.
•
Roads in rural areas — such.
as,Carlisle, Crittenden, Hopkint
and Ohio counties — wer{
flooding, Brown said.
Flood warnings remained iii
effect for multiple counties
along the river, includini
Trimble, Oldham and Jefferson
counties, Callahan said.
The rain is also causing problems for farmers. The cool, wet
weather is interfering with calv!
ing season, Henderson County.
Extension Agent Mike Smitli
told The Gleaner. Cows and
calves can usually handle cooler
temperatures during the spring
calving season, but the wet
weather is bad for livestock, he
said.
"We're losing a few calves to
pneumonia. ... We're going to
have calves born, and unless you
watch them real close, you'll
have some loss," Smith said.
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GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 2008 AT 11:00 A.M.
AT 482 LANDMARK CIRCLE, MURRAY, KY 42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPETY OF HOUSE AND LOT
482 LANDMARK CIRCLE, MURRAY, KY 42071

Pr'
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161

,
This a a one and one hall stay frame Noun built in 1996 with 1442 square keel of awing area. 11 a located off Stale route 94 reasonably ph
10 schools. churcrees and shopping and is comprised of a hying room krichenifining roam three bedrooms, and two baths on a wooded
The would be an excellent buy for a family residence or an investor interested in rental property or for resate after repairs
The ennmum acceptable bid for thes properly is $10 066 00
The house well be open for inspection from 10 3010 11 00 a m Wednesdae.0 April 16 2008
Payment of the current year s property taxes are the responsibility al the purchaser
Cies Me to this property IS riot warranted The U.S Marshal's Deed is not a general warranty deed Buyers are adwsed lo have th‘,
property's tine examined Written notification regarding encumbrances on the property must be made to the Paducah Rural Deveeopme-)
Office rioter 30 days ot the dale of sale
sews.*******swateuerwmpwwwwwwwikawe

On behalf of the U S Smokeless Tobacco Manufacturing Company, I want to thank the hundreds of dark
tobacco farming families from Kentucky & Tennessee that attended the 2008 Dark Tobacco Grower
Appreciation Dinner this week

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on Wednesday. Apni 16. 21336. at 1100 a.m. at 482 Landmark Circle. Murray, KY

AP
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min
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"as
the

42071. en order to rarse the s"
of $6484569 principal, together with interest crack subsidy ;canted in the amount of $33030. plus 'Merest in the amount or $2205440 as
clamber 17. 2007 and erawieetthereafter cen the principal at $11191711CM Oclober 17, 2007 mai the date of Judgment, plus Merest on the
Judgrnere arnoure (principal plus mterest to the date of Judgment)at lie Me of 2133%,computed daily and compounded annually unbl paid
en k11 and for the costs of this actor) pursuant to Judgment and Order of Sale being CM!Action No 506CV-201-R on the Paducah Dori ei
of tie United Stales Gismo Court for the Western Destncl of Kentucky, slew!on January 24. 2006. in the case of United States of America
vs. Tracy G Wand !visa Tracy G StocAweil, the blowing described property will be sold to the hghest and best budder
House arid lot at 482 Landmark Circle, Calloway County, Murray. KY 42071 Being the same property conveyed from John T Bridges and
wile, Mary S Bridges to Tracy Gaye Nugurd a smote person by deed dated July 23. 1996 of record in Book 233 Page 318 Calloway
County Ciers's Otree
TERMS OF SALE Ten percent I10% of the bid price er the form of a C,erteteed Check made payable to the US Marshall on the day of the
sate eats good and SUIfident bond for the balance beamg interest at the rate of 283% per annum unti pad due and payable in 45 days and
said bond having the effect or a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser the deposit shall be lorterted and retained by the US Marsha
as a pert of the Proceeds of the sale, and es properly shall agar be offered tor sale sublect to confirmation by the Court
This sale shall beer bar and foreclosure of all rli, elle interest estate claim demand or equity of redemption of the detendantis and pt a!'
persons claming by, throug41. under or ageirst them provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the appraised value ifrri
purchase price is not marl to Nooltwds of the appraised value. the Deed shall contain in a ten in favor of the defendant is) reflecting the right
of toe delendentls) to redeem dunng the period provided by law (KRS 426 5301 Under law the purchaser is deemed to be on mice of aer
mean electing the property of record in the focal County Clerk's Office
Mary Ann Smith. Rural Development Manager
Inquiries should be directed to
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Paducah. Kentucky
Telephone 270-554-7265ert lot

Since 1822, US Smokeless Tobacco Manufacturing Company has made our products from the finest dark
tobacco grown here in Kentucky &Tennessee The dinner was an opportunity for our Company to recogniz,.
our farmer partners and reaffirm out company's commitment to the families and communities that grow
the best quality tobacco in the world

We are proud of the fact that we purchase 10001, American tobacco,and proud of workInq in partnership
with you,the local dark tobacco growers Thank you for helping us celebrate this important relationship.

and for all the hard work you do to keep the farm economy strong

Danny Kingins
HopkinswIle Plant Manager

U.S‘Srnokeless
TORACCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Proud to Support Dark Tobacco Growers
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The trials of a
Bracketologist
Let mc start off by saying. I am not a bracketologist.
Heck. I don't even play one on TV. I hold no bracketology
degree from a accredited school of bracketology. And it's
been a while since I stayed at a Holiday Inn Express.
But I have filled out my NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament bracket and believe (sort of) that I have completed the
PERFECT BRACKET. I'm going 63-0 this
year and North Carolina will be cutting
down the nets after beating Pittsburgh. 7556.
Just you wait and see.
Perhaps. dear reader, you too are
involved in an office pool or perhaps one
with your friends. Or if you're one who is
taunchly opposed to expanded gaming and
ew sources of revenue for cash-strapped
,iates, maybe a friend or distant relative is
while you. meanwhile, convulse violently at
County
its very thought.
Lines &
Nevertheless, brackets are a big part ot
City Limits this time of year. just like Easter baskets,
By Eric Walker "Kiss Me. I'm Irish- buttons and ditching
Ledger & limes the old winter parka for the umbrella.
Today, things "officially" tip off (No. I
Editor
don't count the play-in game) and people
will again crowd around the warm glow of the TV or radio
or high-speed Internet connection to learn the fate of their
first round picks.
And all the while, companies around the nation begin to
feel the pinch in their pockets as they will lose an estimated
$2 billion in productivity for the next three weeks.
Me? I'm still being productive. You're reading this, aren't
you ''

But I must admit I was planning on skipping this year's
bracket pool. I've won them a time or two in the past.
Sure, the money's fleeting but the glory lives on forever. So
what's the use?
Sunday was "Selection Sunday," as it's known in some
circles, when the final conference championships are decided
and a group of old men with sports administration or coaching backgrounds gather in a small room full of TVs and
soft-serve ice cream and pick 64 (65?) college teams that
will spend more time on the basketball coun than in the
classroom while discussing that a playoff system in football
would never work because those student-athletes need to be
in class over ('hnstmas break for education's sake! And in
the end, their selections will spark a controversy that would
rival any a New York governor could whip up.
No pun intended.
For me, it's usually a tirne of great festivity. I gather a
few additional Sunday newspapers to have plenty of clean
brackets to wnte on, assorted foods and beverages to help
my cognitive processes while weighing those 5-12 upsets. I
light candles on the alter of Dick Vitale. "IT'S AWESOME
BABY"
But this year, the enthusiasm hasn't been the same. Sure.
hack in November I was chomping at the bits for college
basketball, but blame it on lackluster non-conference games,
Memphis being considered among college basketball's elite.
or Christian Liettner i I blame most things on Laettner!). the
2(K)74X( season hasn't meant that much to me.
So last Sunday. I settled into my chair and planned to
simply watch how the bracket unfolded and see what seed
my beloved Louissilk Cardinals would get. if UK got in at
all and listen to the sweet refrains about who got hosed.
But by all things Greg Gumble, I got hooked! I spied a
lone bracket under my pile of newspapers and began feverishly penning number one seeds in the East. South. Midwest
and West regions. I tned to look away but I couldn't.
If I was Indiana Jones and Jay !Silas was opening the
Art of the Covenant, my face would have been melted like
the cheese on my nachos.
So from the Tar Heels' top seeding to Baylor's Baptist
Bears. I plotted and prognosticated my way to San Antonio
First CBS for its bracket seed debuts to ESPN for its
insightful commentary and witty banter. I heeded some of
their advice. The rest was pure gut instinct.
um No. 1 to go down? Memphis.
That pesky 5-12 upset' Temple over Michigan State.
Pus year's George Mason? Butler.
By the time you read this, some games will already be in
the books. Others will be getting undensay And I'll be
keeping one shoulder to the gnnthtone and one eye on those
scrolling spurts tickers praying that Pm keeps powenng on
past Oral Roberts, Temple, Memphis, Texas and Duke and
Georgia gets off my mind
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Spending like there's no tomorrow
We've all seen or heard
about them. Perhaps they are
friends or family members
who have demonstrated
financial irresponsibility: a
college student who has a
budget and quickly exceeds
it on wild partying; a cousin
or best friend who asks for
a 'loan" and then never pays
it back; people whose credit
cards are maxed out and
they can't afford the finance
charges.
Government behaves similarly, playing any or an of
those roles. It now resembles
an irresponsible parent,
spending the children's wages
and inhentance as if there
were no tomorrow.
Republicans lost the
spending issue — and their
congressional majority —
because they behaved like
overspending Democrats.
Now Democrats in the
House are going the Republicans one better.
They are promising to
increase spending should they
win the White House and
maintain their congressional
majority.
According to an analysis
of the fiscal 2009 House
Democratic majority's federal
budget by Brian Riedl of
The Heritage Foundation,
www.heritage.orgl. every
American household would
pay on average $3.100 more
in federal taxes. That
amounts to $1.265 trillion

more over
five years
and $3.911
trillion over
10 years.
Worse
(if that's
possible)
the Democratic budget
Cal's
proposal
Thoughts increases
By Cal Thomas discretionary
Syndicated
spending
Columnist
by 8 percent and does not eliminate
even one wasteful program.
It also ignores the coming
explosion in the cost of
Social Security. Medicare and
Medicaid.
None of these increases
will be paid for by 'soaking
the rich' with new tax
increases. That means more
borrowing from countnes that
don't have America's best
interest as a priority, more
inflation and a weaker dollar.
The spending virus has so
permeated Congress that
members won't even go on
the wagon dunng an election
year. The bipartisan DeMintMcC'asluill budget amendment
that would have required a
one-year moratorium on earmarks was soundly defeated
71-29.
This is how little respect
most members have for those
whose money they take
through taxation, spending it

like frat boys on a weekend
bender.
The Washington Examiner
newspaper determined that
the longer someone serves in
the Senate, the more likely
they are to favor spending
more money and to oppose
any suggestion that they
stop. According to the Examiner, 'the average seniority
of senators voting for
DeMint-McCaskill was 12
years, while opponents averaged 22 years in the Senate.'
All three presidential candidates returned from the
campaign trail to vote for
the measure. Sen. John
McCain is far more credible
on spending reductions than
Hillary Clinton or Barack
Obama and the moratorium
was about slashing earmarks,
not the big-ticket items most
in need of reform, but getting any politician on record
favoring spending reductions
(and then following through
to see if they mean it) is
worth something.
This year, according to
Hentage. the federal government will spend $25,117 per
household.
The excuse one hears
most often is that there is
no place legislators can cut
spending.
Really?
Last year, says the Heritage Foundation, the government made at least $55 bil-

lion in overpayments; the
Pentagon spent almost $1
million shipping two 19-cent
washers from South Carolina
to Texas and $293,451 sending an 89-cent washer from
South Carolina to Florida.
Even the coming postal rate
increases aren't that high.
Washington spends $60
billion per year on corporate
welfare compared to $50 billion on homeland security.
Suburban families are receiving large farm subsidies for
the grass in their back yards,
subsidies that many of these
families never requested and
do not want. Over half of
all farm subsidies go to corporate farms with average
household incomes of
$200,000.
And then there is my personal favorite: government
auditors spent the last five
years examining all federal
programs and found that 22
percent of them - costing
taxpayers $123 billion per
year - fail to show any positive impact on the populations they serve.
This is outrageous. That
our elected officials participate in this sham and then
claim they can't afford to cut
anything ought to disgust us
all, especially when some are
planning to spend even
more.
It demonstrates that a
government program is proof
of eternal life in Washington.
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Obituaries
Ray Walker
Ray Walker, 68, Post Oak Drive, Murray, died Wednesday,
'March 19, 2008, at 1 a.m. in the emergency room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
An Air Force veteran, he was a retired electrician
from Westlake and a member of the Harley Club,
"Hog Club," Paducah Chapter. Born Nov.6, 1939, in
Mulkey Town, Ill., he was the son of the late Oscar
Henry Walker and Frances Mae Smith Walker
Bateman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Connie Clark Walker, to whom
he was married Sept. 15, 1963 in Zeigler, Ill.; two sisters, Betty
Stephenson, Almo, and Carol King and husband, Kenneth, Zeigler;
one brother. Gene Amos Walker and wife, Dina, Chillcothe,
Ill.; several nieces and nephews; several great-nieces and great-nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. A graveside service will be Saturday at 2
p.m. at the Mulkey Town Cemetery, Mulkey, Ill.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Dorothy Brown
Mrs. Dorothy Brown, 91, Murray, died Wednesday, March 19.
2008, at 12:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Edgar Brown, and one
son, Eddie Brown. She was born May 21, 1916in Calloway County.
Survivors include her daughter-in-law, Wynema Brown, and one
sister, Evelyn Rietdorf, all of Murray; two grandchildren, Earl
Brown and wife, Carrie, Burbank, Calif.. and Yolonda Dix, Murray;
one great-grandchild, Anna Brown, Burbank.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Ms. Sue Ann McKendree
Ms. Sue Ann McKendree, 65, Benton. died Wednesday, March
19, 2008, at 6:34 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Jay (Lobo) IJoyd Carter
The funeral for Jay (Lobo) Lloyd Carter will be Friday at I p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Friday.
Mr. Carter, 65, Hardin, died Monday. March 17, 2008, at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton. He was a retired painter. Born in
Danville. Ill., he was the son of the late Jay D. Carter and Helen
Newlun of Hardin. One son, Jay Lloyd Carter II, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Peggy Carter; three daughters, Lois
O'Brian, Hardin, Diana Carter, Oakwoed, Ill., and Bonnie Carter,
Salem; eight grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
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Katie Rose Linn
The funeral for Katie Rose Linn will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. David Morrison will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 7 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Miss Linn, 83, Murray, died Tuesday. March 18, 2008, at 2:43
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had retired as a payroll clerk for the former Murray Division
of the Tappan Company and was a member of Almo Church of
Christ.
Born Nov. 2, 1924, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Cyrus Linn and Zella Rose Linn. Also preceding her in death
were two sisters, Martha Phillips and Charlene Skulley.
Survivors include two nieces, Starlyn Phillips, Almo, and Vicki
Baker and husband, Russ, Atlanta, Ga.; three nephews, Michael
Phillips and wife, Gwen, and Cy Skulley, all of Nashville, Tenn., and
Eddie Skulley, Hendersonville, Tenn.
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The funeral for Paul Rayburn Garland was today (Thursday) at
noon in the chapel of Fairdale-McDaniel Funeral Home, Louisville.
Burial was in the Eastview Church of Christ Cemetery.
s
Mr. Garland, 69. Irvington, formerly of Murray,
%
.
died Monday, March 17, 2008, at the Veterans
Administration Hospital.
An Air Force veteran, he was a retired truck driver. He was a Kosair Shriner, a member of a chapter
of the Free and Accepted Masons, and of Local 89.
Preceding him in death were his wife. Mildred, and his parents,
Saint Paul Garland and Ellie Hill Garland.
Survivors include one daughter, Alana R. Miller; one son, Ray
Garland; three stepdaughters, Beth Thompson and husband, Leo,
Wanda Smith and husband Jim. and Susan Smith and husband,
Randy; one stepson, Billie Wray; one brother, Hal Garland; two sisters, Myra Thompson and Ruth Griffith; one grandson, Jordan Ray
Miller; and 10 stepgrandchildren.
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Police: Shootings at Va. Beach
apartment complex leave 3 dead
VIRGINIA BEACH. Va.
(AP) — Virginia Beach police
say a gunman shot and killed
three people and wounded three
others at an apartment complex.
Police wouldn't say whether
the gunman was among the dead
or injured. Spokesman Adam
Bernstein says police don't
know the relationship between
the shooter and the victims.
Police were notified around 5
p.m. Wednesday that shots were
fired at the Thalia Gardens

apartments. One witness says he
heard between 10 to 15 shots.
Armed SWAT team members
zeroed in on a two-story brick
building. They used a loudspeaker around 7 p.m. to order
the gunman to come out.
Bernstein says the SWAT
team left around 11 p.m. He didn't know if officers ever made
contact with the shooter.
Several streets were closed
off and nearby residents were
told to stay indoors.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a worid of information.
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Bush defends high cost Iraq war
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Almost 4,000 U.S. troops killed.
Nearly 30,000 wounded. Half a
trillion dollars spent, and counting.
As the Iraq war entered its
sixth year Wednesday, President
Bush called the toll "a high cost
in lives and treasure." Then he
called it something else: necessary.
Marking the anniversary of
the conflict that has dominated
his presidency, Bush defended
the war with no doubts. He conceded that it has been harder,
longer and more expensive than
anticipated but insisted it has all
been needed to keep Americans
safe.
Protesters demonstrated near
the White House and in other
cities. Bush, in a speech at the
Pentagon, offered some of his
boldest assessments of progress
and said the war's legacy is
absolute: "The world is better,
and the United States of
America is safer."
A war-weary country isn't
nearly so convinced.
The majority of people think
the invasion was a mistake, polls
show. However, Americans are
more split about how the war is
going and when U.S. troops
should be pulled home, as
reduced violence in Iraq has
begun to influence the public
view.
"Five years into this battle,
there is an understandable
debate over whether the war was
worth fighting, whether the fight
is worth winning, and whether
we can win it." Bush said. "The
answers are clear to me: removing Saddam Hussein from
power was the right decision,
and this is a fight America can
and must win."
The U.S. has about 158,000
troops in Iraq, and that number
is expected to drop to 140,000
by summer. But Bush signaled
anew that he will not pull more
troops home as long as his commanders worry that doing so
will imperil recently improved
conditions in Iraq.
"Having come so. Far, and
achieved so much, we're not
going to let this happen," Bush
said.
Demonstrators converged in
the nation's capital, other big
cities like Miami and San
Francisco, and in smaller towns
in Vermont and Ohio to urge an
end to the war. Police arrested
more than 30 people who
blocked the Internal Revenue
Service building in Washington,
and protesters blocked downtown intersections several times.
However, the demonstrators
numbered in the hundreds rather
than the thousands organizers
had hoped for.
Even as his time and power
wane, Bush made clear he will
prosecute the war as he deems
fit till the end of his presidency.
In the campaign to replace
him, Democratic Sens, Barack

AP
President Bush shakes hands with members of the military after delivering remarks on the
"Global War on Terror" Wednesday at the Pentagon.
Obama and Hillary Rodham
Clinton pledged to end the war,
but squabbled Wednesday over
who could do it best.
Democrats in Congress
assailed Bush for failed, tired
leadership and questioned why
he did not push Iraq's leaders to
live up to promises.
"All the president seems able
to offer Americans is more of
the same perpetual disregard for
the costs and consequences of
stubbornly staying the course in
Iraq," said Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid.
Bush starkly described the
costs of trying to end the war too
quickly. From his perspective,
retreat would lead to chaos in
Iraq, embolden al-Qaida to pursue an attack on America and
encourage Iran to develop
nuclear weapons.
"To allow this to happen
would be to ignore the lessons of
September the 11th and make it
more likely that America would
suffer another attack like the one
we experienced that day." Bush
said.
Osama bin Laden's al-Qaida
network orchestrated the Sept.
11, 2001 attacks. The bipartisan
Sept. 11 commission found no
collaborative
relationship
between al-Qaida and Saddarn,
who ruled Iraq at the start of the
war and was later captured, tried
and hanged.
Al-Qaida in Iraq, an insurgent group, has grown into a
more potent, dangerous organization since the start of the war.
Bush speaks of undeniable links
between that group and the
broader al-Qaida network,
although experts question that
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extent of those ties.
higher cost and for a longer time
Bush praised Sunni tribal than anyone bargained for," he
leaders for rising up against al- said.
Qaida in Iraq. He said that has
Bush spoke of Saddam'$
led to similar uprising across the removal as a worthy end in
country. Bush put the figure at itself, ridding Iraq of death
90,000 local citizens who are squads, torture chambers and
protecting their communities rape rooms.
against extremists.
He also jabbed at political
All that, combined with a critics who he said "still call foi
strategic influx of U.S. troops retreat." The message was similast year, has "opened the door lar to the "no surrender" theme
to a major victory in the broader of Bush's would-be Republican
war on terror," Bush said.
successor, Sen. John McCain.
"Iraq was supposed to be the who also warns about pulling
place where al-Qaida rallied troops home too fast.
Arab masses to drive America
Nobel Prize-winning econoout," Bush said. "Instead, Iraq mist Joseph E. Stiglitz and
has become the place where Harvard University public
Arabs joined with Americans to finance expert Linda Bilmes
drive al-Qaida out. In Iraq, we have estimated the eventual cost
are witnessing the first large- of the war could be as much as
scale Arab uprising against $3 trillion when all the expense
Osama bin Laden, his grim ide- are calculated.
ology."
Without naming anyone.
Bush did not mention that Bush decried those who he said
weapons of mass destruction in have exaggerated the expense.
Iraq — a main justification for
"War critics can no longel
the war — were never found.
credibly argue that we are losing
"This isn't the war we signed in Iraq," he said, "so now they
up for," said Jon Alterman, head argue the war costs too much."
of the Middle East program at
In Congress, the leaders of
the Center for Strategic and the Joint Economic Committee.
International
Studies
in Sens. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y.
Washington. Back in 2003, he and Rep. Carolyn Maloney, Dsaid, Americans expected a N.Y., wrote him and asked lot
quick, decisive defeat of full disclosure.
Saddam and no lingering pres"The
American
people
ence.
deserve a full accounting 01
"What we are seeing is a what the war has cost in terms of
much more difficult, muddled, lives, our reputation abroad, and
nuanced presence at a much our economy," they wrote.
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You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
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Glory Bound Christian
Entertainment to meet Friday

HonorR o II
North Calltiv.ay Llementary School has released the honor
roll for the third nine weeks of school as follows:
FOURTH GRADE
All As
Blake Schanbacher. Adyson Scott. Hake Bergman and Taylor Crouch.
AU As and Rs
Madison Erwin. Allen Faughn, Bayle Underhill, Allyssa
Williams. Lynsey Stairs. Nathan Sittig, Chase McCoy, Paul
Barney. Shelby Brittain, Tya Cunningham. Alysa Dawson. Hannah England, Brandon Falwell, Emily Gallimore, Isaak Garcia.
James Harrison, Frank Lowe Jr.. Kennady Parker. Matthew
Canning. David Clark. Alec Munsell. Jose Villeda. Elizabeth
Alexander, Brooke Bomes, McKenzie Duke. Emily Duncan,
David Pool. Jake Ramsey and Shelby Robinson.
FIFTH GRADE
AU As
Brian Hale. Cassidy Neal. Julie Revell. Delissa Green, McCall
Key, Ian Postlewaite. Johanna Adams. Hunter Bailey, Tristan
Cole. Larry E'Akles, Logan Fry. Katibeth Mealer. Shay la
Phillips. Hayden Smith. Shayna Smith. Mark Tyler and Emily
Woods.
All As and Bs
Josh Betts. Rustin Burkeen. Alex Davis. Jessica Eldridge,
Josh Jones. Bailey Klaproth. Leticia Nunez. Megan Queen,
Ashlyn Stalls. Keisah Travis. Justice Wisehart. Kaitlyn Adams.
Marlee Barett. Brandon Bogard. Madison Dennis, Mallory Duncan, Chat manus. Cohen Rogers, Lauren Simmons. John Venice.
Blair Tabaldi. Holly Bland, Morgaen Crass, Marlayna Emily,
Caitlyn Housley, Italy Orduna, Lucas Reck. Bree White. Cameron
Brown. Anna Buhler. Mercedes Clere. Ashley Dunn. Selena
Earisl. Isaiah Gorham. Wade Gnggs. Cody Jackson. Chris
Kelly. Brooklyn Miles. Alex Mills. Logan Palmer and Matthew
Williams
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By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Holland awarded scholarship
by Creative Arts Department
The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club has awarded its annual
Murray State University Summer An Workshop scholarship to Susan Holland. junior
Calloway County High
at
School.
This workshop is a week

Linda Avery, Calloway circuit Court Clerk, has announced:
that the Calloway County Judicial building will close at noon
on Friday in observance of the state's spring holiday, but will
open Monday for regular operating hours of 8 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Friday.

Courthouse to close at noon
The Calloway County courthouse will close at noon on Fnday, according to Calloway County Judge Larry Elkins.

Library to close two days
Calloway County Public Library will be closed Friday, Good
Friday, and Sunday. Easter, but will be open on Saturday.

Senior citizens closed Friday

Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
They are salmon, tuna, cereal. oat meal. spinach. Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, beets,
asparagus, chili beans and Boost
or Ensure (this is a nutritional drink for our cancer clients)

for the pantry; eggs and bread
for freezer/cooler; dish liquid
and toilet paper for personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies:
and large brown paper bags.
These items may be taken to
the Need Line building at 638
South Fourth St.. Murray,
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For
information call 753-6333.

'40k

Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center will be closed Friday.

Calloway schools in session
All Calloway County Schools will be in session on Friday.
This will be makeup day for the snow day on Feb. 21.

Relay for Life team plans event
Relay for Life Team of Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have its annual bake sales on Saturday
from 8 a.m. to noon at Kroger.

Baseball Meet the Lakers Saturday
The Calloway County High School Baseball Meet the Lakers will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at Laker Field, located on the
north end of the school campus. The event will kick off with
a scrimmage game with Christian County, followed by player
and coach introductions and the Diamond Girl roster and ends
with a varsity intra-squad scrimmage. Entrance is free to all
raLaker baseball fans. Concessions and individual and family
4•
available as well as 2008 Laker Baseball apparpassek.,Taill
el and items. All interested persons are invited.

The United Way of Murray
and Calloway County will have
Its annual "Chairs. Etc." auction on Saturday. April 19.
Any artists interested in participating in the auction must
turn their finished artwork in
by April 7 to the United Way
office, located in the Weaks
Community Center with Peggy
Billington as director.
Tickets for the auction are
available by calling 753-0317.

MHS banquet
scheduled
Photo provided
4-H WINNERS: Calloway County 4-H youth competed in the 4-H Demonstration and Speaking
Contest in early March and 11 youth went on to compete in the area competition March 15 in
Fulton County Pictured are first row. Katie Saylor, James Saylor. Sam Saylor, Sara Ann
Cunningham, Megan Harper second row Krishna Fricker Samna O'Bryan. Amber Sanders,
Greg Wood. Joseph Roso and John Roso Not pictured Audree Harper and Kellie Chapman.
K Saylor, general demo, M Harper. animal science demo, Fricke'', speech and crafts demo,
O'Bryan. speech and foods demo Sanders egg prep demo, and Wood in shooting sports
demo, will go on to compete in State Communications Day in July in Lexington.

Murray High School Basketball Banquet will be Saturday. Apnl 13. at 2 p.m. at the
school.
Ball players. all managers.
cheerleaders, dance team members and parents are invited
to attend.
Desserts and dnnks will be
provided
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Art Guild has exhibition
The Murray Art Guild's annual juried exhibition, "Visual
Evidence," has opened in the community room of the Miller
Annex. 201 South 4th St., Murray. The exhibit will remain at
the annex through Saturday. For more information contact the
guild at murrayanguild.org or 753-4059.

Habitat looking for power pole
Habitat for Humanity of Murray-Calloway County is looking for a temporary power pole for their next house they are
ready to start. If you have one that you could donate, please
contact Chuck Hulick at 753-0323.

Scholarship applications available
The Hazel Woman's Club/Janie Story Memorial Scholarship
Applications are now available. Interested seniors may get an
application at the CCHS guidance office and pick one up. All
applications must be turned into the guidance office by 3:15
p.m. on April 3.

Free tax help from AARP tax counselors as available for
low and middle income, with special attention to those ages
60 and older at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray, each Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. through April 2. Services are provided on a first
come, first served basis. Each one should bring the current
year's tax forms. W-2 forms. SSA-1099. Social Security cards
and any other pertinent information. For information call Teri
Cobb at the center at 753-0929.

4
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We re glad to see the start of spnng this week. although the 'April' showCCM to base come early Like the rest of the county, we will be glad
,
Cr'.'
"hen the weather decides to stay warm and we can start to stir around outside'

All Fertilizers

A SpivPoem..

FREE SEMINAR

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5

IAA'

Spring Is Almost Here

20% OFF

ifeattip eaer#11/Yfirefilp trya•re

The Good Life of the Murray Bank will hold an informational meeting for anyone interested in the trip to Hawaii
planned for Oct. 22-Nov. 1 on Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the
hospitality room of the new Hampton Inn. A representative
from Globus Travel will be present. Anyone that signs up for
the trip to Hawaii at the meeting or between now and March
28 will receive a discount. For more information call Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@the murraybank.com

PLZBLISHED WEEKLY
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR
- MURRAY, KY 42071

Eft

Plant Suri•iz•ors: DrouOtt Stress
SaturdaN \larch 22 at 10 a.m.

of Murray

Good Life meeting 'I'uesday

Free tax help by AARF'
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Meet the Lady Laker Softball team activities will be Saturday starting at 9 a.m. at
the Laker softball field at Calloway County

Judicial building to close at noon

of study with emphasis on drawing and print-making.
Holland is the daughter of
Lynda and Steve Holland of
Murray.
Glenn Leckie is the art
instructor at Calloway County
High School.

United Way
schedules
events

IlinqNiUs•
ur er ktv

Laker event on Saturday

High School.
Photo provided
Pictured left is Susan Holland, scholarship winner, with Glenn
Leckie, an instructor at Calloway County High School.

Need Line lists items needed

Shawn RyLee Pugh
Mr, and Mrs. Jeffrey Shawn Pugh of Redbud Road. Dexter. are the parents of a son. Shawn RyLee Pugh. born on
Thursday. March 13. 2008. at 7:23 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 14 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Tara Nicole Cheek. A sister
is Kay Leigh Mane Pugh horn April 14. 2005.
Grandparents are Rella Wilson. Murray. Melissa Wilford.
Fulton. Ray Wilford of Mayfield. and Claude and Pamela Pugh
id S411 Ardo. Calif

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
In the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at
Stella.
Featured will be Margie Black and The
Erwin Family.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory bound k..2‘ hotmail.com

4

SPRING by she Poetry Clash, Coasstry Arch Care (ester. Pitrestwrs, NJ
Spring is the time of year when we know that summer is near
Spring hongs tulips daffodils. and bees We plant in the garden which
brings us to our knees. The sun comes out and warms the earth
The days are longer, and the sun is stronger Children are excited to go
outside and play Their monunics know they will enjoy a sunny day
the snow is melting, the buds are on the trees, and everyone enjoys a
warn, spring breeze Children look forward to an Easier parade knowing
that Easter eggs will sum he made The warm spring days bring us such
14)y They ititas a untie to the face of every girl and hoy

Residarts Celebrating Birthdays This Week
i -t Sandy Cook de Leruus Wyatt - March 2:
I
Ora Jenkins - March 23
.-
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Gallimore assumes new
SRO role at Calloway
cer's position, adding,"It's different, but it's a nice
By GREG TRAVIS
change from being on the road."
Staff Wnter
Gallimore said he is becoming familiar with the
Brandon Gallimore has been named the new
School Resource Officer at Calloway County students and starting to learn names and faces.
"I'm beginning to recognize students, but I
High School. He replaces Kenny Collins who has
moved to the Calloway County Judicial Building. realize it will take a little while to know all of their
Gallimore, who has been on the job at the high names."
He said Collins held the high school's SRO
school for one week, said he is looking forward to
position for eight years.
working with the students and the staff.
"I'm relying on Kenny for assistance," he said.
"I like it. It's been good so far," he stated. "1
A native of Martin, Tenn., Gallimore graduated
want to be helpful in anyway I can. I want to repfrom Martin Westview High School and the
resent the Sheriff's Office the best that I can."
Gallimore has been in law enforcement for 11 University of Tennessee at Martin with a degree in
years, having served more than five years with the criminal justice.
He currently lives in Fulton with his wife.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office. He said this
was his first time to hold a school resource offi-
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A SIGN OF SPRING: This tree blooming near the Murray-Calloway County Hospital is one of
the many signs of spnng in the community. Many other trees and plants are also starting to
bloom as the temperatures begin to warm.

Study: Good marriage means
good blood pressure; bad
one worse than being single
NEW YORK (AP) - A
happy marriage is good for your
blood pressure, but a stressed
one can be worse than being single, a preliminary study suggests.
That second finding is a surprise because prior studies have
shown that married people tend
to be healthier than singles, said
HoltJulianne
researcher
Lunstad.
It would take further study to
sort out what the results mean
for long-term health, said HoltLunstad. an assistant psychology professor at Brigham Young
University.' Her study sas
reported online today by the
Annals of Behavioral Medicine.
The study involved 204 married people and 99 single adults.
Most were white, and it's not
clear whether the same results
would apply to other ethnic
groups. Holt-Lunstad said.
wore
volunteers
Study
devices that recorded their blood
pressure at random times over
24 hours. Married participants
also filled out questionnaires
about their marriage.
Analysis found that the more
marital satisfaction and adjustment spouses reported, the
lower their average blood pressure was over the 24 hours and
during the daytime.
But spouses who scored low
in marital satisfaction had higher average blood pressure than
single people did. During the
daytime, their average was
about five points higher. entering a range that's considered a
warning sign. (That result is for
the top number in a blood pressure reading).
"I think this (study) is worth
some attention," said Karen

Matthews, a professor of psychiatry, psychology and epidemiology at the University of
Pittsburgh. She studies heart disease and high blood pressure but
didn't participate in the new
work.
Few studies of the risk for
high blood pressure have looked

at marital quality rather than just
marital status, she said.
It makes sense that marital
quality is more important than
just being married when it
comes to affecting blood pressure, said Dr. Brian Baker, an
associate professor of psychiatry
at the University of Toronto.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & 7 ,r-,es

Pictured above, Jordan Bumpus, a junior at Calloway County High School, welcomes Brandon
Gallimore to the school Gallimore is the new School Resource Officer at OCHS.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

urvmsergewsittmazetwok
'Jesus Christ Superstar' performing at Carson Center
PADUCAH. Ky. — "Jesus
Christ. Superstar." the groundbreaking theatrical masterpiece
by legendary writing team
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim
Rice, will he performed at the
Carson Center in Paducah on
April 29-30 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are currently on sale and
can be purchased through the
Canon Center box office (4504444) or online at www.thecarsoncenterorg.
Discounts are available for
groups of 20 or more.
collaboration
first
The
between Webber and Rice to
be performed on the professional stage, -Jesus Christ,
Superstar" is one of the most
popular and enduring Works
ever created for the musical
theatre. Featuring such notable
songs as -Superstar." "Everything's Alright" and "I Don't
Know How to Love Him,"
"Jesus Christ. Superstar" earned
five Tony nominations.
Set in two acts. -Jesus Christ.
Superstar" tells the story of
the final seven days in the life
of Jesus of Nazareth. It draminto
entry
Jesus
atizes
Jerusalem, the unrest caused
by his preaching and popularity, his betrayal by Judas. the

long awaited triumphant return
of Neeley in the title role.
Featured in the role of Judas
will be Corey Glover, best
known as the lead singer of
the Grammy winning, platinum
selling rock band, Living Colour
("Cult of Personality"). Glover
has also issued albums as a
solo artist and acted in television and movies including Oliver Stone's "Platoon."
Glover reunited with his Living Colour band mates for a
2001 tour. "Jesus Christ, Superstar" marks his theatrical debut.
Norris
Dallett
Director
("Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat," "CanCan." "South Pacific") said,
'What could be bitter than
having Ted Neeley, so grand
in the film, on board as we
delve into Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice's brilliant
musical telling of this timeless
Photo provided story.
at
Tony Neeley, center, plays the title role in -Jesus Chnst Superstar." which will be performed
the Carson Center April 29-30. Tickets are currently on sale
trial before Pontius Pilate, and
his ultimate crucifixion.
Internationally beloved star
Ted Neeley, best known for
his Golden Globe nominated
role as Jesus in the Norman
Jewison film of"Superstar," will

be headlining this biur ol"JeNus
('hrist, Superstar
While Neele) ha, enjoyed
a distinguished career in resident theatres throughout America. appearing in a wide variety of productions from "Hair"

to the works of Samuel Beckett, he is world renowned for
the title role in "Jesus Christ,
Superstar."
Creating a fan base that bor
ders on a cult-like phenomenon, this production heralds the

"Their idea of setting this
tale in terms that immediately
resonate with today's audiences
is revolutionary. Here we are,
21 centuries later, and it is oh,
so clear: we need the message.
of this story now more than
ever.'
"Jesus Christ, Superstar" is
presented by Jam Theatricals
and the Carson Center as part
of the 2007-08 Broadway Season in Paducah.
Jam Theatricals is a Chicago-based entertainment company that presents and produces
engagements
Broadway
throughout North America. Jam
has presented notable national
touring productions including
"CATS," "The Producers," _
"STOMP," "Les Miserables,"
"Mamma Mial." "Hairspray,"
"Miss Saigon" and "Riverdance."
www.jamtheatricals
Visit
.com for more information.
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Clooney to screen new movie in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — For one
night. Maysville will be Hollywood along
the Ohio River, thanks to
George Clooney.
The 46-year-old actordirector will visit the
nonhem Kentucky town
Monday night for a special screening of his new
movie,"Leatherheads." his
father. Nick (looney. said
Tuesday.
-The whole niv.n is
Clammy
abuzz," said Maysville
Mayor David Cartmell
Clooney. who NAM an Oscar 10f his
role in "Syriana." grew up in the town
of Augusta. about 16 miles west of
Maysville.

The setting has special significance for
the Clooney family. In 1953. "The Stars
Are Singing." starring Rosemary Clooney,
George Clooney's aunt, premiered in
Maysville.
"He knows all about that, and he is
very interested in kind of connecting the
dots as far as family history,- Nick Clooney
said. -He thinks that would be kind of
cool for the family, and one hopes for
the town. too."
Nick and Rosemary Clooney were born
in Maysville. George Clooney was born
sevus Lisaiopin. and dos family
eral times before settling in AlgA.
"Leatherheads." which also stars Renee
Zzllweger. is a romantic corned) set in
the world of 1920s professional football
The film will he in theaters April 4.

The movie will be shown at the Washington Opera Theatre, Nick Clooney and
Universal Studios said Tuesday.
Cartmell said Monday night's screening will probably be the biggest event in
the town of about 9,000 since the premiere of -The Stars Are Singing."
It will also be the hottest ticket in
town.
Nick Clooney said about 300 seats will
be available. The opera house seats about
450 people. but equipment needed to show
the movie will take up space in the bal
cony, he said.
Carmen said he expects the town to
catch Hollywood fever.
"Next week, we'll be Hollywood or'
the Ohio," he said.
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01/C adopts plan to boost conference hoops
'ENRICHMENT MAN'DESIGNED TO IMPROVE SCHOOLS' NON-CONFERENCE RECORDS
From the OVC
The Ohio Valley Conference Board
of Presidents have announced the
approval of a basketball enrichment
plan for the conference.
The plan, which will go into effect
beginning in the 2009-10 season, is
meant to enrich basketball in the conference through several key elements
Those elements include:
•Reducing the number of guarantee
games to a maximum of two per institution per season
•Permitting teams to play as many
non-Division I games as they play guarantee games
•Play a minimum of 50 percent of
non-conference games at home (neutral

What ft Says...
*tn
.
IN Schools are limited tO a maximum
of two guarantee games. or pay
games against high ma)o( sthouia, per
year.
III Teams can play as many nonDivision I games as they play "guarantee' games
•
Schools are required to Play a
minimum of 50 percent of non-contererica games at home.
site games do not count in that computation)
"This plan is the culmination of
numerous conversations between our

RACER FOOTBALL

administrative groups," said Dr. Jon A.
"The basketball enrichment plan is
Steinbrecher, Commissioner of the the next step our conference needs to
Ohio Valley Conference. "I applaud our position itself nationally," said Dave
membership for their willingness to Loos, Austin Peay Director of Athletics
commit to systemic changes that should and head men's basketball coach. "I
enhance our opportunity to succeed. wholeheartedly support this effort to
This shows that the OVC membership enhance our chances for success on the
is not satisfied with the status quo. The basketball court. It is great to see everybasketball enrichment plan is part of a one in the league on the same page and
series of strategic decisions intended to ready to do what it takes to move forenhance the conference's basketball ward."
programs."
"I fully support the basketball
Final decisions on whether institu- enrichment plan approved by the Board
tions are in compliance will be made by of Presidents," said Allen Ward,
the commissioner.
Murray
State
Director
of
Compliance with the enrichment Athletics. "Strengthening OVC basketplan will be tied to the league's rev- ball and improving its standing among
enue-sharing program.
Division I conferences is critically

NCAA TOURNAMENT

important to the league and its members. The intended results will take time
to fully realize, but I am confident the
key elements in the plan will pay dividends."
"Successful basketball programs
that are nationally recognized for winning and excellence are cntical to the
Ohio Valley Conference and our member institutions," said Mark Wilson,
Director of Athletics at Tennessee
Technological University."This basketball enrichment plan illustrates the
commitment that each OVC institution
is making to build winning programs. It
also provides an important scheduling
framework for the continued growth
and future national success of the OVC.

(6) MARQUETTE VS.(11) KENTUCKY

Spring practices will
debut new offense
EXPERIENCED TEAM RETURNING
FOR FIRST TIME IN GRIFFIN ERA
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State head football
coach
Matt
Griffin
has
announced that the Racers will
begin spring practice on March
25 and culminate with the annual,Spring Game on April 19. All
15 practices will be held inside
Stewart Stadium. A coaches
clinic will be held on April 4-5.
"We are excited to start
spring practice. Our offseason
strength and conditioning has
gohe extremely well. We have
gotten stronger and much faster
as a team." said Griffin. "Spring
football will be much more
copmetitive than in years past.
At most positions we are three
dep. Not only do we have more
ccipipention because of depth,
bigIrnost of our players have significant game experience."
for the first time in the
Grjffin era, the Racers will step
otxto the field with an experienced team. MSU returns 22
starters (8 offense/I4 defense)

2008 Spring Schedule
'All practices will be held at Stewart
Stadium
Practices
March 25
5 30 a m.
March 27
5 30 a m.
March 28
4 p.m.
March 29
930 a.m.
April 1
5 30 a.m.
April 3
5.30 a.m.
Apnl 4
4 p m.
April 5
9 30 a.m.
April 8
530 a.m.
April 10
5 30 a.m.
April 11
4 p m.
April 12
930 a.m.
April 15
5 30 a.m.
April 18
4pm
Spring Game
April 19
12 p m
All practice times are subiect to
change

and 41 letterwinners
offense/22 defense). In addition,
the Racers return 15 players
who redshirted in 2007.
The biggest change this season will come on the offensive
side of the ball as the Racers will
implement their new offense
See SPRING, 2B

COLLEGE SOFTBALL
KEVORK DJANSEZ1AN ' AP

Kentucky Wildcats Ramel Bradley, left, and Joe Crawford talk during practice in Anaheim, Calif., on Wednesday
Kentucky plays Marquette in the first round in the West Region of the NCAA Tournament on Thursday_

Gardner-who?
EARLY-SEASON LOSSES FAR FROM CATS' MINDS AS TOURNEY TIPS
State Athletics
Former Murray pitcher Kaci Carpenter threw a no-hitter
for Southwestern Oklahoma State March 13 against Adams
State in Weatherford, Okla.
courtesy of Southwestern Oklahoma

Local pitcher tosses
college no-hitter
•KACI CARPENTER SHUTS DOWN
OPPOSITION FOR SW OKLAHOMA
Staff Report
Oklahoma
Southwestern
State University pitcher Kaci
Carpenter tossed a no hitter in
the second game of a softball
doubleheader to help the
Bulldogs sweep visiting Adams
State Thursday in Weatherford.
Carpenter. a junior from
Murray. Ky., was near flawless
in a run-ruled shortened game
that was stopped after five with
SWOSU ahead 8-0. ASC had
only two batters reach base,
once on a dropped fly ball by
canterfielder Ashley Duran in
the second and a fifth inning
walk. Carpenter improved her
rod to 2-0 with the win.
She became the first SWOSU
pitcher to no-hit an opponent
since Kaleena Michelli did the
sarne against East Central in
2005. The other SWOSU no hitters were both pitched against
Ffillsdale Bible, once by Shand!

McDounogh in 2004 and another by Courtney Hale in 2002.
SWOSU won the first game
4-1 and improved to 10-10 on
the year.
Carpenter is a veteran pitcher
who is in her third year with the
program. She was named to the
Star
Lone
Conference
Commissioner's Honor Roll last
year and ended her sophomore
campaign with a 3-2 record, collecting wins against Missouri
Southern. Southern Nazarene
and East Central.
As a freshman, she notched
wins against Missoun Valley.
East Central and Oklahoma
Baptist.
At Murray High School. she
led the Lady Tigers to their first
ever trip to the All "A" State
Tournament. She was a member
of the National Honor Society
and graduated in the top 10 percent of her class.

By ANDREW BAGNATO
AP Sports Writer
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) For the Kentucky Wildcats,
reaching the NCAA tournament
for a record 49th time is the
highlight of a turbulent season.
And the low point?
"We lost to — what was the
name of that school again?" senior guard Ramel Bradley said
Wednesday. looking to teammate Joe Crawford for help.
"Gardner-Webb," Crawford
said.
"We lost to Gardner-Webb,"
Bradley said. "You're like, this
is ridiculous. Things can't get
any worse at Kentucky. But then
when you lose again to ..."
"San Diego," Crawford said.
"San Diego, it can get
worse." Bradley said.
It's no wonder Bradley struggled to remember. Those losses
came in
November and
December, an eternity ago in
college basketball.
The 11th-seeded Wildcats
(18-12) are a different team as
they prepare to face sixth-seeded Marquette (24-9) in the South
Regional
opening
round
Thursday. The Wildcats surged
into the postseason. and they'll
try to keep rolling without freshman forward Patrick Patterson.
their leading rehounder and No.
2 scorer.
"We know we're going to
have a great battle with
Kentucky," Marquette coach
Tom Crean said. "There's really
not a lot of weaknesses."
Both teams struggled through

Today
161 Marquette vs. 1111 Kentucky
Wham: 1 30 p m
Where: Anaheim, Cala
TV: INTVF (5). KFVS (12)
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM
Records: Marquette 24-9 111-7
East). Kentucky 18-12 (12-4 SEC)
Lest meeting: Marquette beat
Kentucky 83-69 in the Elite Eight in
2003 Dwyane Wade scored a tripledouble to lead the Golden Eagles

uneven stretches and appear to
be peaking at the nght time.
"They definitely remind us a
lot of us." Kentucky forward
Perry Stevenson said.
Marquette'opened 6-5 in the
Big East but went 8-3 overall
down the stretch, losing to eventual champion Pittsburgh in the
Big East semifinals.
The Golden Eagles have a
balanced attack, with four
starters averaging at least 11
points per game.
"Just the way we play. we
push the ball, we throw it ahead,
everybody touches it," guard
Wesley Matthews said.
The Wildcats were 7-9 before
they beat then-No. 3 Tennessee
72-66 on Jan. 22. Kentucky won
11 of its last 14. and one of the
losses came by three points at
Tennessee and another in overtime against Georgia in the torSoutheastern
nado-ravaged
Conference tournament.
The Wildcats teetered on the
bubble for weeks before squeezing into the NCAA field. Firstyear coach Billy Gillispie said
his team had to show tournament toughness in a series of
•See KENTUCKY, 28

KEVORK DJANSEZ)AN

AP

Marquette's Dominic James takes a shot during basketball practices in Anaheim, Calif., on Wednesday. Marquette plays Kentucky in the first round in the West
Region of the NCAA Tournament Thursday.
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Two Racers
shoot at NCAA
Championship
Two Murray State oilers took
part in the 2008 NCAA
Championships, held March 1415 in West Point. N.Y.
Senior Cameron Hicks shot a
579 out of a possible 600 in
smallbore. tying for 12th. Hicks
shot 99s in both prone targets
and a 98 in one of the two standing targets.
Sophmore Kascy Meyer shot a
582 out of a possible 6(X) in air
nfle. tying for 19th. Meyer shot
a perfect I(X) in one of his two
kneeling targets.
Junior Kevin Witbrodt was
named to the NRA AllAmerican Second Team from
Murray State.
In the team competition.
Alaska-Fairbanks won its third
straight NCAA title with an
aggregate (air nfle and smallbore combined) score of 4662
out of a possible 4800.
Host Army was second with a
score of 4652. followed by
Texas Christian at 4627,
Nebraska at 4625. Kentucky at
4623. West Virginia at 4616.
Navy at 4610 and Nevada-Reno
at 4591. Nebraska is coached by
Murray State graduate Morgan
Hicks.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
2'1 S '2th S • kovray KY • 753-341'3

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NCAA Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
Opening Round
At U0 Arena
Dayton Ohio
Tuesday, March III
Mount St Mary s 69 Coppin St 60

Photo Provided
The Calloway County 5th grade basketball team recently finished with a perfect season
during Winter League action at the Paducah Athletic Club. The team captured
Championship Trophies and remained undefeated in the 10-team toumament held at the
end of league play. Team members are back row, from left, Coach Chase Futrell, Coach
Jason Carter, and Coach Richard Smotherman. Middle row, from left, Clay Smotherman,
Austin Anderson. Jonathan Paschall and James Boone Front row, from left, Wade
Carter. Devon Jernigan and Hunter Smith.

NCAA TOURNAMENT — (5) DRAKE VS. (1.2) WESTERN KENTUCKY

Iowa, Ky. governors make wager on game
Friday's NCAA Men's from Sioux Center,
Basketball tournament. Beshear's wager was a
Iowa Gov. Chet Corvette windbreaker
Culver and Kentucky (ruin Bowling Green.
Gov. Steve Beshear Ky., where Chevrolet
announced the friendly Corvettes are made and
where Western is locatwager on Wednesday.
While Culver put up ed.
Culver says he looks
the Berkridge Pork.

MOINES.
DES
Iowa (AP) — Forty
pounds of premium
Iowa pork — that's
what Kentucky's governor stands to win if
the Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers defeat the
Drake Bulldogs in

forward to presenting
Drake coach Keno
Davis with the windbreakerfrnM- Kentucky.
On the other hand,
Beshear says he's looking forward to a number of pork dinners in
the near future.

SOUTH REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday. March 20
Al The Pepsi Center
Denver
Michigan State (25-8) vs Temple (2112) 12 30 p m
Prttsburgh (26-9) vs Oral Roberts (248) 30 minutes following
At The Hondo Center
Anaheim, Cant
Marguelle124-9) vs Kentucky (18-12)
2 30 pm
Stanford (26-7) vs Cornell 22-5)) 25
minutes following
Friday. March 21
At Allbel Arena
North Uttfe Rock, Ark.
Mans (22-10) vs Saint Marys Calif
125-61 12 30 p m
Texas 128-61 vs Austin Peay 124-10)
30 minutes following
Mississippi Stale (22-10) vs Oregon

Paintsville wins, prolongs coach's tenure
FAVORED LEXINGTON CATHOLIC ADVANCES AT RUPP
of the 11th Region beat 2nd
Region champion University
Heights 69-54. and 3rd Region
winner Owensboro defeated the
6th Region's Central 63-411.
plays
C'atholic
Lexington
Owensboro in another quarterfinal on Friday.
Paintsville finished with 64.7
percent 433-0E-5i I shooting for
the game. the fourth-best singlegame shooting performance in
tournament history.
-I've coached 26 years and
I've never had a team shoot as
good as this team this year. and
I've had a I(4 of good shooting
teams.- said Runyon, who guided Paintsville to the 19% state
title.
The 'tigers led 41-35 at halftime, then came out in the second halt with 72 percent shooting I IX-of -25i.
-Sitting on the bench it didn't
look like 72 percent. but that's
great.- said Runyon. whose
team came in shooting 51.7 percent on the season. -We played
six players, that's as deep as we
go. so that's a credit to them.
'Their hustle, heart and courage
showed tonight"
Justin Murray added 17
points and Blake Bundy 15 for
Paintsville. Thomas Jackson led

Jeffersontown (26-6) with 24 Heights 23-7 in points off
points. while Nick Gage! added turnovers, including 18-2 in the
IS, The Chargers shot 52.2 per- first half, when the Knights built
cent (35-of-67)and outrebound- a 20-point lead.
Taylor
forward
Senior
ed Paintsville 31-19.
Lexington Catholic, the pro- Stewart led LexCath with 25
hibitive favorite in the tourna- points and nine rebounds, while
ment, looked the part for most of junior guard Vee Sanford had 22
its contest against University points, seven rebounds and
seven steals.
Heights.
Scotty
forward
Senior
Tile Knights(31-3)used their
resents defense to champ the Hopson, a front-runner for Mr.
Blazers (30-Si. Lexington Basketball. scored 21 points and
Catholic outscored University grabbed nine rebounds.

New Z-Trak"

Estate Series
2520A
•n

•51' of 40- 7 iron"
mower deck
•E SC LUSNE Derain
and Cometnierisce

held.

•Spring

tradition. Playing on the West
Coast isn't.
This is only the second time
Kentucky has played in the
NCAA tournament in Southern
California.
The last time, they lost to
UCLA and John Wooden in the
1975 national final in San
Diego.
Kentucky opened that tourney with a 22-point rout of
Marquette. which would win the
national title two years later.
That was a different era in
college hoops. Times have
changed. but expectations at
Kentucky haven't.
Asked to define what
Kentucky fans expect from their
team. Stevenson said. "Seven
championships in six years."
Only a diehard would expect
the Wildcats to win it all this
year. In some ways, simply
reaching the tourney is a victory
for this team.
-I think this time making the
tournament is even more special
because of where we came from
in the beginning of the year,"
Bradley said.

From Page 1B
during spring drills. MSU
returns four starters on the
offensive line to help protect
OVC Freshman of the Year
quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt and
pave the way for tailbacks
Charlie Jordan. Josh Jones and
Paul McKinnis. The receiving
corps lost all-conference performer Rod Harper, but return
plenty of talent. First-team allOVC tight end DeAngelo
Nelson leads a talented group
that includes Marcus Harris.
Antoinne Lightfoot and Derrick
Townsel.
Their will be plenty of familiar faces on the defensive side of
the ball with 14 starters returning. Up front. MSU returns five
players that started a season ago.
Ends Austen Lane and Blake
Booth are healthy entering the
spring and tackles Will Roach
and Danny Blakemore are continuing to improve.
The linebacking corps will be
bolstered after the NCAA granted a medical hardship to Nathan
Williams. Williams will be
joined by last year's leading
tackler, Tamar Butler, on one
side, while Wade Peters and
Zach Kutch will man the other

Commonwealth Cleanup
Week Celebrates I0Years
March 23 - 29, 2008 marks the 10th annual
event designed to "spring clean" Kentucky.
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WEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 20
At The Vertzon Center
Washington
Xavier (27-6) vs Georgia (17-16),
12 20 p m
Purdue (24-8) vs Baylor (21-10). 30
minutes following
Duke (27-5) vs Belmont (25-8), 7 10
pm
West Virginia (24-10) vs Anzona (1914), 30 minutes following
At The Honda Center
Anaheim, Calif.
BYU (27-7) vs Texas A8M (24-10)
7 25 p m
UCLA (31-3) vs Mississippi Valley
State (17-15). 25 minutes following
Friday. March 21
At The St. Pete Times Forum
Tampa, Fla.
Drake (28-4) vs Western Kentucky (276)) 12 30 p m
Connecticut (24-8) vs San Diego (2113) 30 minutes following

III Today is the last day to register for baseball. t-ball and softball
through YSA. You may register at the Trophy Case on Chestnut Street
during normal business hours or online at vnvw.tcsportzevents.corn.
• The Calloway County softball team will host "Meet the Lady Laker
Softball Team" on March 22. Activities will begin at 9 a.m, on the softball

Package

Z445
•/5 P.sotoomo,

MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursdey. March 20
At Divest Center Omaha
Omaha, Neb.
Kansas (31-3) vs Portland State i23-9)
t2 25 p m
UNLV (26-7) vs Kent State (28-6) 30
minutes following
Southern Cal (21-11) vs Kansas State
(20-11) 710 pm
Wisconsin (29-4) vs Cal State Fullerton
(24-8). 30 minutes following
Friday, March 21
At The RBC Center
Raleigh, N.C.
Gonzaga (25-7) vs Davidson (26-6)
12 25 pm
Georgetown (27-5) vs MarylandBattsmore County 124-81 30 minutes
following
At The St. Pete Times Forum
Tampa, Fla.
Vanderbilt (26-7) vs Siena (22-10)
7 20 p
Clemson (24-9) vs Villanova (20-12)
30 minutes tollowing

SportsBriefs

•Kentucky
From Page 1B
close calls near the end of the
year.
"I think that's something that
really bodes well for you, for
your postseason opportunities
and postseason chances," he
said.
Still. the Wildcats view themselves as underdogs in this
game, an unlikely role for a storied program.
"I think that's the best place
to be in, when no one believes in
you and you just have to believe
in yourself and just come all
together as a team.- Bradley
said.
The Golden Eagles aren't
buying it.
Kentucky?"
mean.
"I
Marquette guard Dominic James
said. "I've never heard of
Kentucky being the underdog.
They're one of the most prestigious schools in basketball."
Indeed, the cover of the
Wildcats' postseason media
guide touts "the greatest tradition in the history of college basketball."
High seeds are a part of that

(18-13), 7 25 p m
Memory,(33-1) vs Texas Arlington
(21-11) 30 minutes following

EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Thursday, March 20
At The Pepsi Center
Denver
Washington State (24-8) vs Winthrop
(22-11) 7 20 p m
Notre Dame (24-7) vs George Mason
(23-10) 30 ITIIIIPASS following
Friday. March 21
At The RBC Center
Raleigh, N.C.
North Carokna (32-2) vs Copper StateMO winner 710pm
Marys
Mount St
Indiana (25-7) vs Arkansas (22-11) 30
minutes following
At BJCC Arena
Birmingham, Ala.
Tennessee (29-4) vs American 122-11)
12 15 pm
Butler (29-3) vs South Alabama (26-6)
30 minutes following
Oklahoma (22-111 vs Saint Joseph s
(21-121, 7 10 p m
Louisville (24-8) vs Boise State (26-6)
30 minutes lollowIng

KHSAA BO'S'SWEET SIXTEEN

LEXINGTON. Ky. I API —
The Paintsville Tigers were on a
mission: keep longtime coach
Bill Mike Runyon calling the
shots from the sidelines for a
few more games.
Mission accomplished. so
far
Runyon has announced he
will retire at the end of season,
but the 15th Region champum
Tigers 1/0-11 outscored. °vista,t
and outlasted Jeffersontown 93)17
in the first round
of the boys' state tournament to
extend Runyons career at least
one more game
"We feel like it's our lob to
get back to Saturdo morning
because he deserses to be
there.- said Slone. a 6-loot senior guard who led the
with IS points on 12-01.19
shooting, including 4-of -6 from
Ilioint range and 7 01-7 from
the tree-throw line
Paintsville. which 41,4 76 3
percent (29-of-Igo user the final
three quarters, will play A quarterfinal Friday against 9th
Region representato e Holmes. a
64-44 first-round winner over
5th Region champ Bardstown
on Wednesday
In other first-round games
Wednesday. Lexington Catholic

ED

Haverstock Insurance Agency

By MSU Sports Information

Ca

C1.01

IL"CPSrE

We encourage businesses to join with civic,
religious groups and other non-profit organizations
to coordinate cleanup activities.
Register through your county solid waste coordinator and
complete a cleanup project; non-profit groups are eligible to
with one of three $500.00 cash prizes in a random drawing.
Contact Calloway County Office of Environmental
Planner at 759-3549 for more information.
Sponsored by the Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet

side.
Their will be plenty of competition in the secondary as four
players will battle for playing
time at corner. John JeanBaptiste started 10 games last
season and Justin Clark played
significantly in the second half
last season. They will be pushed
by Kweku Arkoful, who was
injured in the opener against
Louisville. and Harry McCall.
Senior Will Werner returns
for his fourth season at strong
safety, while Taylor Lanigan
returns from an injury that sidelined him for the second-half of
last season.
Marvin-Robinson, Jr. stepped
in for Lanigan last season and
will push for playing time in
2008.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY
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TV, radio
TODAY
NEWS COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11.20 •.m
WTVF (5) — NCAA Georgia vs
Xavier.
KFVS (12) — NCAA Portland St vs
Kansas
1:30 p.m.
WTVF 15). KFVS (12) — NCAA
Kentucky vs Marquette
6:10 p.m.
WTVF (5) — NCAA Belmont vs Duke
Kansas St vs
NCAA.
KFVS 112) —
USC
S:40 p.m.
VVIVF 15) KFVS(12) — NCAA
George Mason vs Notre Dame
11 p.m.
ESPN - NIT Southern ahrxas at
Artzona St
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 pan.
TNT — %won at Dallas
630 pan.
114T — LA Laker' at Utah
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
ESPN — Preseason N V Yankees vs
Toronto
AUTO RACING
1 2.m
SPEED — Fl Malaysian Grand Pnx
GOLF
1 p.m
TGC — PGAWGC CA Championshy
tat Round
530 p.m.
TGC — PGA Piierlo Rico Open 1st
Round
FIGURE SKATING
6 30 p.m.
ESPN — 1St) World Chan vaurtaihn,tr
pads
TENNIS
3 p.m.
FSN — ATP Pacific Ole Open
women $ quarterfinals
p.m.
FSN — Pacific tile Ocean menu guar

-
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For Sale

Invitation to Bid
Lawn Mowing Services

Dedication I Courage I Patience Strength
The Difference.

The Murray Independent Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for lawn mowing services for
the time period from April 1, 2008 to November 30,
2008. Bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m., Monday
April 7,2008, at the Board Office. Specifications are
on file at the Murray Independent Board of
Education. Carter Administration Building, 208
South 13th Street, Murray KY 42071. The Murray
Independent Board of Education reserves the right
to reject any and/or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

Deer Valley, a residential treatment program for troubled youth in Linden,TN,
is situated on over 1,000 acres of rolling hills. At Deer Valley, you'll have the
opportunity to join a family of individuals striving to be the difference.

**RELOCATION ASSISTANCE OFFERED**
(if you live outside of a 100-mile radius)

In Memory of

Master's Level Counselors

Annie Lee Lassiter

Dedicate their time to teaching these kids the skills needed to successfully return
to their own homes by providing individual and group counseling for a group of

Nor 6, 1911 - March 20, 2007

9-12 youth. They empower these youth to have the strength needed to face their
challenges head on.

Bachelor's Level Counselors
Demonstrate the difference every day by creating a structured environment where
youth learn life skills lessons, attend school, participate in recreation, and other

(27

activities-all while helping our kids achieve their treatment goals.

12X24 lotted, storage
building
with front
porch,
like
new
$3,500 (270)492-822,
(270)293-2531
BUILDING a barn?
Building
a fence?
Come see us for your
lumber
needs!
Premium quality-low
prices we are the man
utacturer! March fencepost special! 6"
round 8' long treated
post $9.35 each. Also
available: 3"-8" fenceposts 8' long 6x6" 8'22' long 8"x8" 16-22'
long. Come see us!
Replogle Enterprises
2040 Lumber
Rd.
Henry, TN
731-243-7268
DESIGNER
prom
dresses. New and
used. Rent or buy,
Inexpensive
227-3946.

HD Televisions

You can be the Difference...
Youth Villages starts with YOU.

Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Prolection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
HOVEROUND been
used 5 times, new batteries, like new. $1,200
Call 489-2656.

Call 901-251-4895 for more info or Apply Online Today:
4.11
treet

My Dear Nanny
I miss you with
all my heart.

ker
ftball

,_
YO

Love,
Dottie

114
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Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
• MDS Coordinator/Administrative Nurse
• RN Administrative Nurse
• LPN Administrative Nurse

Happy Birthday to the world's
Greatest Pad, Kenny Roach.
With love, Shelly & Shaine
020

010

Saturday
March 29th
at 9:00AM
AAA Ministorage
1502 Diuguid Dr.
Units 441. 48 & 112

'

VS

DINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
Duke
vS

Ai Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sal of the month
Notece will the person
or persons who took
the pop-up blind and
chair from private property on potts rd please
return it 293-6481

LL
VS

THE contents of unit 7
and 16 located at Hwy
299 Mini Storage will
be sold at Auction on
March 22. 2008 at
8 00am

• Pox

Classifieds
Office Open
747

7:33am •511n
Mon • Fri
,In

plar
ad

1.1011/ AE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Nola

Laoal
Notice
Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a
PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

SAW, identify
claim.753-3949

and

11331,wp%wad
ALL around person fo
a very busy retail store
telephone. retail sales.
customer service very
important, lifting or
moving heavy obpects.
computer/office skills,
HS degree. resume
required
(270)759-4979
Call for appt.
BUSY medical office
has opening for a parttime LPN. RN and NP
Forward resume with
three references to
1040-0
Box
P0
Murray, KY 42071
DO you love working

with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be rust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
AOC* at
Wee Care
109 S. 151h St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

all

753-1 9 1 1

We offer competitive wages along with an
excellent benefit package. Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Bnuhaven of Benton 2607 Main Street.
Benton, KY 42025

PT housekeeping and
coffee shop Susan

436-2346

Highly Motivated Sales
Person Wanted!
Career Opportunity in RV Sales
Family owned, 31 yr old
business has an opening for a
highly motivated, detailed
sales consultant.
Sales experience required.
Great commissioned sales compensation! Benefits package!
Contact Roger 43 Youngblood's
RV Center Mayfield, KY
270-247-8591
060

Help Womb!
CHALLENGING.
rewarding work avail
able. Local agency
seeking hard working.
dependable staff members to work in group
settings with young
adults who are challenged vett behavioral
issues, in Murray.
Benton, and Paducah.
Training is provided,
pay range front $6.50per/hour.
$10 50
openings
Current
up
to
include
(4)evening. overnight
and weekend positions. (1)Pan-time day
position and (1)possibe/ case management
position
Applicants
must have reliable
transportation Please
vise our Murray Office
at 404 North 4th Street.
Suite-C for more information
CONSUMER services
representative, Murray
area, part-time. Mon.
Thur, Fri, Elam-5pm
Marl resume to PO
Box 1157. Paducah.
KY 42002

felowasmi
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classified,
webpage at
murrayledger con.
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.COM
By default.
Murray and local job
hump will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the yobrierwork.exen
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
lit Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

EXPERIENCED carpe
layer needed
Cal
(270)978-2111 or fax
resume to (270)4892342
FOUR Rivers Internal
Medicine, Paducah,
KY. seeking NP: excellent benefits Fax CV
resume to
(270)444-8302

FULL
CHARGE
ACCOUNTING
CLERK, toll-time position
in
Paris,TN.
Accounting
degree
preferred
but
not
required, 2 years college and 3 years
accounting/bookkeep
ing
experience
required.
Additional
requirements:
Experience with AR.
payroll,
month-end
financials, and competent in MS Excel. Must
have
demonstrated
skills for managing
accurate records of
these
functions.
Position requires expenence in dealing with
confidential
and/or
sensitive information.
Send
resume
to.
Human
Resources,
P.O. Box 1262, Pans.
TN 38242 or e-mail
resume to
accting.clerk0cirnail corn
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only.
HELP wanted front
desk and housekeeping. Apply in person at
Super 8, 9am-3pm
IMMEDIATE opening
for PT light facilities
maintenance
and
ground work. Call Joe
436-2345.
LARGE student housing complex seeking
experienced maintenance staff. Apply in
person, 1421 N 16th
St., Murray, Wed-Frr,
10am-2pm.
MASONS wanted, full
time or PT needed
at
Call
Rodney
(270)759-5585
NOW Hiring Apply in
person only Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 North
12th St

.
mazi
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PART time RN needed
for busy medical office
with potential for full
time. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-E
PT and FT experienced kitchen help.
Must have flexible
availability. PT star
trained servers and
bartenders. Apply at
Murray County Club
after 2pm.
SEEKING
FT/PT
receptionist. Excellent
people, computer &
typing skills and able to
learn new software
applications.
Mail
resumes to P.O. Box
1040-F, Murray, KY
42071
South Eastern Book
has an immediate
opening for a
Customer Service
Representative.
Duties will include but
not limited to processing orders on a computer system. resolving customer issues.
providing friendly service, and answering
phone inquiries.
Hours will be 9:30 am
- 6:00 pm M-Th and
8.00 am - 4:30 pm on
Fridays.
Interested applicants
should possess excellent wntien and oral
communication skills.
ability to work with
customers, ten-key on
a keyboard, able to
solve problems and
implement solutions
with limited guidance
SEB offers a compel,
live salary and benefit
package Interested
persons may send
resumes to. SEB. PO
Box 309 Murray KY
42071. or e-mail them
to humanresourcesOsebook.com
SEB is an EOE
employer. Please no
phone calls.

SPA Manager, must
have computer and
great people skills, reliable, willing to learn
the spa/salon atmosphere. E-mail resume
to
fmyersamurrayky.net or call
(270)836-0717

CLEANING houses 20
years expenence
270-759-9553
HOUSEKEEPER. honest and reliable. Call
492-8070.

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES
WARD-ELK1NS

On the Square MurrIn

(270)753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
CHERRY Rice queen
bedding,
bed
and
blonde full size three
piece bedroom suite,
cherry antique king
size, bedding new.
chest and dresser.
753-8989 293-8590.

16X10 8 hole alu
minum wheels, fits
Chevy HD $450. 3-PT
hitch spray rig w/200
gal. barrel. electric
switches and extra barrel $300
(270)293-1753
LEHY 9' disc mower,
good condition Phone
(270)978-6637

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!

Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429
***OWNER
FINANCE'•
4 BR, 2-1/2 bath,
2,300 sq. It detached
garage. $4,950 down.
$695/mo, 144 Seth
Lane. 753-1011

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
**OWNER
months of HD proFinancing**
gramming
w/HD
2005 24x56, 3BR,
upgrade. Get months 3
2BA, $3,495 down
FREE of HBO &
$595.00 month, 102
Cinemax.
Gilbert St., Hazel
Programming starts at
(270)753-1011
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
2000 Fairmont, 16x80,
Beasley Antenna
vinyl siding, shingle
Satellite for more info.
roof, 2x6 walls, north759-0901 or toil free:
ern
built,
nice
877-455-0901
(270)489-2525

Compasn

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

MOM COMPUTERS

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

759.3556
PENTIUM III
Computers, Windows
xp and Microsoft
Office includes keyboard, mouse and
monitor_ $100
474-8000

One and Two Bedroom Apartment
Central Heal and Air
,
Accepting Application,

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

140

BIM lo Oily

4:t.Sinto

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

Savings!

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

subscribe to the

BUYING old US Coin
colloctIons. Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

Sit RR Al

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
xxsomi,)
..$28.011
3m..
--$3t00
----ISL.%
as.-96000
$99.011
1 yr.----$104.00

3 mo.
6 non.
1 yr.

SCRAP
CARS

Rest of KY/TN
Myr,est & R risme& I

3
00
6 so.--$0.011 6 um --...$96.011
I Yr.-SIAN 1 yr............$I45.

hi% tufo 'WIN
75.J.5500
I
WASTE oil: Will peck
up used motor oil.
Drum exchange MDF
270-438-2215
150

Articles
For Sale

Cheek

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
I St Address
1
City
1
1 State
1
Daytime Ph.

1000 ft. aluminum
tnplex#2, 16 ft. trailer_
489-6188.
Caning
CHAIR
Shemwell's Antiques
492-8308

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

Zip

Mail this coupon with payment to:
1

•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1918

..11,••••-•••••••••

.

•••••••••••••11.

PUBLIC AUCTION

PUBLIC AUCTION

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TRAVEL

-Full-time nursing class- •DESTIN, FORT WALOne order One check, room instructor needed TON BEACH, SOUTH
SATURDAY. MARCH 22. 2008
111
51
3
One smart move! Save for ADN program
1.1If
1 Bedroom apartment,
PANAMA
9:00 AM
WALTON,
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn near Lynn Grose, KY.
by years expenence as RN
money
and
time
clean and nice, all
see auction N.
CITY & PORT ST JOE,
Groie.
Lynn
to
94
Nest
Hwy.
nds
take
I
K
Fairgrou
Alurrai.
County
Henry
PARLS. TN making one call to place in medical surgical FLORIDA. Beet selecappliances including
man Maifirid. KY take Hay. 121 South through Coldwater,
- Enoch Building 517 Royal Oak IN.
required
a 25-word classified in nursing
W/D No pets
tion of beach cottages,
to
auction.
follow
big11
auction
at
1836
turn onto Hwy.
After steamy years of collecting, Ilion Peale and Term
70 Kentucky newspa- Teaching expenence
(2701436-5496
homes & condos OnWilliams are selling their collernows of gum
fold-up
For
sanity
with
Potential
bed
mix
$250
only
suite
pers tor
preferred
.-c 4-piece bedroini suite MCC 5-piece bedroom
Reservations
1 OR 2br apts. near
line
PAlb
buses, corns, gangues. unique!. collectable, and
EaSieffl
print
Hann
Ray
are
conmore information,
courses to teach
hod set of king hot springs & mattress wicker shelf
Murray
downtown
awww.SouthernResorts.
Luis of iserprires. Make plant to spend a long do,
table
nice
tables
lamp
&
'coffer
classified Anatomy & Physiology
the
tact
While - other nice framed pnnts - old rolled brass bed
starting at S200/mo
corn 800 737.2322
%WI our llehnIle: anTrIkaladaYMMMICUtitassali
him nice sofa- also a nice losesea - wee reclsn
this and Health Deviations
of
department
lamps color Is electric wring
753-4109.
4
with
set
21107 linger Campcir. by t'rok. Roads Company breakfast
wood
round
Island,
KPS Send resume to J *Pawleys
upholstered chairs - maple duung chars call
mid
Cr',
And
or
r
newspape
chest
tt 2 bedroom, full kitchen. full bath, gas beat. elect
112 BR apts. 1-year
chairs Vitiockrati wall 1.04 rack CU10111.111.: 4.101.hCS washers and dryers small
1-502-223-8821
Younger, Spencenan Litchfield, Debordieu,
Jack
electric
finish.
oak
intercom
stereo
as,
hardback
of
roof
buses
several
cabinet
lease 1Bil $35000,
!rafter - two lt/111111CII.141 hair dryers - two drawer file
College 4627 Dixie The Jewels of the SOUNI
2017• l'ainalia PS 50• sprayer • Willniark spread
• 5 kerosene
28R $475.00 Call
AUCTIONS
books - some old glass & china - kit of restaurant dinner plates - pots & pans
1/2 yard dirt pan
•
Hwy. Louisville KY Carolina Coast. HOLISM
cutter
Way
'ill
'Taylor
•
Cf
:small
•
er
sugar-cream
china
Hamlet North Apts
lamps 2 large & small HofIC Jars Curtungware • Lofton
to Condo rentals. Beach
fax
firearms. 14 pools. 4b
or
40216
Auction
PISTOLS/GUNS
wood
cal
nicker
-Commeri
child's
cm 1:1110kVIAIT
753-7559
Hat Hies metal cif) pistol box or flatware cast is
vacations start here
guns - Colt. 1i/k 1X, Gkx:k, Browning, Itentington
hooks • large lit of books • three nice wood March 29, 10 A.M 2905 (502)447-4574 EOE
religious
hooks
children
ot
lot
chau
high
2 BR 28A Garage. all
C Higgins. Wimisester. Stephens. Hark. SKs
www.lachicotte corn
Rd .
rocker Regent hofIle 1/1C•11a system
rg
old
told-up
Greensbu
shelving
metal
Also
mg
duels
hsssk
appliances Very nice
Ithaca, Baikal. Parker. Ruger, Mauser. Beretta 49
d *Home-Based Internet For availability call 1retngerators gas nfl4 stose portable dish
F
Establishe
two
KY
items
Buffalo
plate
silsa
.4.1
punks
Unkka Gold X Trap lin bus i. • reloading equipment
9028 N 20th 650 00
- Snapper grocery
Flexible 800-422-4777
store. gas business
washer old kitchen cabinet old metal tird bicycle other old glass & stung
. assorted calls • 75 assorted knives • shot gun
per mu 753-5344
tools • wood lathe chop saw Cratt bench tanks, high traffic loca- hours. Earn
Megarden
and
hand
behind
walk
sunset
lawn
dr,
shells • guitars & bag., -- Gibson Emptione
TRUCK DRIVERS
press with vise
752-0313
PT,
gruidei (raftsman circle saw 121.1C1101.1 10 A wort table table top drill
tion For complete list- V 000/month
ow. fender 2001.umiversary edition electric, Fender
HELP WANTED
Man
bed
long
Century pickup truck topper
nice
kettle
wash
FT
stacked
sander
belt
000+
1
$2.00045
toins
270.
2 BR apartment for
relics
ing and directions.
111. , Harmony banjo.Indian
111:4X1,
listed
Driving
not
your
items
dol
halt
Truck
keeping
rent (270)227-7951
silver
*41
Start while
358-3616
10 dollar gold toin • sills er dollars •
h Aiatlohlr • Aot he iprin.thle f,i, A( *demi
lob. FREE School. Training for
old toms • Old Pais advertisement,
current
assorted
•
tars
duplex.
BR
2
mire- iniormitton anti 11,111 WM MN needs plume
AUTOMOBILES
• old bottle collection • stone jugs • old Railroad
Swift, Werner & Others
details www.k348.com
washer/dryer, CrHiA
and moth more
s
collettible
Dedicated/ Regional/
s
t 2 3 BR apartment
•Indy Super Sunday!
TIONAL
INSTRUC
Local. Approx. $50,000if /1%.11 A I 1 0..1,1111 /NA
753-1252
Meet
753-0606
Swap
e
Automotiv
k
HIS
I
AI
/s
PINY
k
.i ( ASH CASHIERS I /111
yearly. Home
761-3694
and Car Sale March 30, -Attend College Online $70,000
I I CHI VT IISSR I f ITER I* Itlf 111 I
1. 111
1-800-883ii• 1555g
home 'Medical, weekly!
from
Indiana
IN.
is.
Indianapol
2BR duplex, 28A,
.
it
Open 7 days a
l,
0171
'Paralega
.
'Business
All
ds.
Fairgroun
Stale
garage No pets
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
Vol Resporesibk for Accerierus
I nisch Available
makes and models. 'Computers, 'Criminal week.
753-7457 or 227-3054.
:
CONTACT
ATION
Pays
It
l'st
FOR '11010
t Cost
Doesn
8am-3pm spaces All Justice Job placement -Ann Drivers HOME
Service
My
2BR duplex nice
GET
Indoors' Info: 708-563- assistance Computer WEEKENDS,
CAVA appliances furavailable. Financial Aid PAID 40e PER MILE,
SWIW.supersuneigoice
4300
nished Vanous loca
it
gaillij
tpOgie
if qualified. Call 866dapndy c,om
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
Ai I
• it It sail ######
bons Coleman RE
8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 CDL-A & 6 filo, flatbed
• rms... I N, 0%1;1
au
I
753.9898
BOATING
www.onlineTidesvalerTe
exp. req'd. W.V.T. 800AIR& 3/3R apartments
ch corn
lo IA .1111'
110..ar 1401.. 5.511.4.1.4.11
246-6305 www.vMon-New House Boat and
locaGreat
available
,HP...NH I orol "1 1s'
I '
Covered Slips for rent- •"Can you dig it?" line.com
1
lease,
year
tion 1
It. It. U.S
I,, I b. thfth 1.4
Special pricing. Mitchell Heavy
Equipment
month deposit. no
6017 Rob Mason Road, Murra, hentuclo
TRAINING
Creek Marina- Dale School. 3wk training •CDL
pets 753-2905
Hollow Lake, Tn 866- program
Backhoes, Choose from over 20
2E3R, $285: C/H/A,
Excellent
533-1842 *A.A.!.mitchell- Bulldozers, Trackhoes. Carriers.
near MSU Move in
Health,
creekmanna.corn
Local lob placement Benefitsfree days 753-9898
digging dirt Dental & 401K. PreStart
asst.
BUILDINGS
364BR. 28A available
now. 866-362-6497 or approval for financing,
appliances
employment applicanow
s For Sale! 888-707-6886
Inn
Park
-Building
Luilion Held At Park I:medium State
Coleman RE 753-9898
tions and enrollment in
'Rock Bottom Prices!"
I. (inference Center. 16055 II%A Y 7s.Buchanan, IN,
EQUIPMENT as little as 60 Minutes.
741,
$4800. •HEAVY
now
25x30
Hwy
Oe
'I BR 1 5 BA duplex
(If
Paris
East
IN
Miles
Go
OPERATOR TRAINING swrwtalcdlcorn 1-86Eappliances
25x40 $6100. 30x40
CH A
Train NOW for SPRING 244-3644
TRUCK
$7300. 35x50 $9990.
Coleman RE 753-9898
Training AMERICA TRAINING
40880 Hiring! State
$12,290.
36,00
dining
3-BR Duplex lease
kitchen,
to
with
available
Spacious I bedroom. 3 bath brick home complete
Otters. MAN- Dollars
patio with $14,900.
and deposit $700 00
Applicants. •$$Class-A Drivers $$
room, laundry room, great room with fireplace, tiled
ER DIRECT Qualified
UFACTUR
,
mu
227-0375
Cabins
per
a detached
with Job Terminals in Clarksville
e
Custom Built Houses,
Assistanc
n•traclabl.: awning. 2 car attached garage with storage and
Since 1980... Pioneer
Property
backyard
in
t. TN. Owensboro and
fenced
emen
sinyl
white
Plac
bedone
Wide
driseway,
UL
BEAUTIF
,,irkshop. posed
Moduiars, Double & Single
Steel 1-800-668-5422.
Georgetown KY areas..
121.
and
94
Highway
1-86Eheisseen
and
783
l.corn
washer
wsinv.amhe
room with
s ated west of Murray on Highway
Mobile Homes, Business &
*Don't Gamble with 280-5836 AMERICAN Flatbed freight, planned
dryer Great location
is itch for auction signs.
balance steel pnces Call now! HEAVY EQUIPMENT reloads, excellent pay,
Pet and smoke tree
Commercial, Building Lots,
lerms Real 1:state 15% down ol purchase price day id auction with
benefits, home weekday of auction
includes
settlement
$400mu
complete
Properly
Great prices on high TRAINING
s
Personal
with
deed
skis
Land
91
ri
Farm
&
Development
ends. Call 866-317water 226 8006
quality all steel buildmore trifurrrungon and sour auction need.. contact:
LIVESTOCK/LIVE9264.
Auction conducted Uve On Internet
ings_ Sentinel building
EXTRA nice large like
FOR SALE
STOCK
0790
systems, 800-327*Drivers: ASAP! Sign8 National Promotion
r.ew 2EI14 2 Bath we
Dan Miller Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-4144
www sentinel- *Black
Angus- On Bonus 35-42 cpm.
carpet, appliances,
te 270-435-4420 ad 26, corn
Associa
LOW ENTRY FEE
and
eer
MELY
Auction
EXTRE
Beane
Darrell
buildings
Complete Partnership Earn over $1000 weekalmost new $595/mr,
NO COMMISSION CHARGED TO
D. Paschall Broker and Auctioneer 270-767-9223 •Steel Arch Buildings- Dispersal March 21st ly. Excellent benefits.
Terry
1410 B Hillwood
SELLER FOR PROPERTIES ABOVE
2008 at 11 am to be held Need CDL-A and 3 mos
'‘>3 3018
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
Save THOUSANDS on
00
at Central KY Angus recent OTR 800-535$5,000.
Pays
It
Cost
Doesn
s
Service
My
HAZEL Apartment
three canceled orders.
Pavilion, Danville KY 8669
Now taking applica20ia6 and 30x40. Made
CALL MARVIN ALEXANDER,
Over
6119
won't 859-792tions for I & 2be untie.
Inventory
USA
in
CDL-A. The
FOR
R
AUCTIONEER & BROKE
300 head to be sold -DriversRent based on income
last, call now for huge
Grass is Greener at
equipand
horses
plus
t
impairmen
Mobility
DETAILS - 731-587-4244
savings, 866-352-0716
welment Call for free sale PTL. Students
Phone
accessible
training,
excellent
comecatalog
BUSINESS
Mon
492-8721
program. Co Drivers'
SERVICES
Thurs
Kentucky earn up to 46 cpm,
*Central
10 12am TOO No
• Attention Multi-Breed Bull Sale
Owner Operators Earn
1 800 648-6056 Equal
Homeowners Display Fnday, March 28, 2008. 1.21 cpm. 22 years of
flOU slog Opportunity
Marion age, 12 months OTR
PM
homes wanted for vinyl 7 00
NEAR university, like
ent County Fairgrounds 30 No Forced Northeast!
replacem
siding,
Auctions & Real Estate Sales
new large 2BR. C'IrtA,
roofs
Bulls Angus. Charolais, Co Drivers call 800windows.
quite
low utilities
239 1 ni•ersit SI.. Martin. T.Ti 9. I'll Ill
Guaranteed Financing! Simmental 50 Open 848-0405. 0.0perators
been
What you vs
877-774-3533
No payments for 6 Heifers, 20 First Calf call:
in Henry,
Email: aletanderauctionsia frontiernel.net
for
LOCATION: Henry Civic Center at 55 Park Drive
looking
months Low monthly Pairs (270)692-7793
mina,ptl.inc.com
turn
Paris,
toward
North
79
Hwy.
N From McKenzie take
6440rno .dep
payments Call Now! 1MEDICAL
978-0913
oft at auction arrow onto Henry Mansfield Road then turn
.Dnvers - Great Home
800-251 -0843
,
t.
Dr,vP
Time & Pay! Company
BMW
Pork
-nt,
NOW LEASING
*Absolutely no cost to
Purchase.
EQUIPMENT
1 2 A lbw/room Apts
yousl All Brand New or Lease
FOR SALE
Health, Vision & Dental
We accept Section
rs,
All Warehousing
2 1 acre commercial lot
Wheelchai
Power
8 vouchers
Near MSU $20-50
on Lowes Dnve Zoned
and Direct Deposit. CDL-A
beds
FROM hospital
*SAWMILLS
e
bust
for
Highway
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
753-7668
B2
Immediate and 3 Mos. Experienc
$2.990 00-- scooters
ONLY
Reg'cl, 800-441-4271
902 Northwood Di
ness $175000
Free
Toll
Call
delivery
TO
Convert your LOGS
Monday
ext. KY-100
2934872
SALE WILL HELD INSIDE REGARDLESS OF WEATHER!
VALUABLE LUMBER 1-888-998-4111 to qualTHERE WILL BE A
Wednesday. Friday
LE!
AVAILAB
IONS
CONCESS
&
OMS
BATHRO
to
All
Nonvood ify
own
your
with
Immediate
*DriversPhiine 759-4984
COUNTRY HAM GIVEN AWAY AT THE END OF THE SALE!
fit your need.
Prop For Rant
portable band sawmill
openings for Regional &
Equal Rousing
WINI
ESTATE
TO
REAL
BE
PRESENT
MUST
YOU
I twitted hi
Log skidders also availOTR drivers! CDL-A
Opportunity
F row radio station
, • ...act to be C9.11.1 di .11 11101 gua•ftalled
only wttanker
C01'1.. • •
Cabin
OFFICE or retail space
AP
*Log
SVWSV norwoodreq d.
able
TDO al 8006486056
ons
nekiewasesi
oral
of
Nem.
inapftcbon
••-•••
•••,,
Purfassors
Available Prime loca- $69.900. Lake Access Premium
&
sawmills corn/300N
pay
Lair. dr, IAA. onft.I.A011oni
7( A- 149 7(9.
..gron a,romiCf Al ennouncemonig
SMALL 1BR nontion 753-2905. 293.with FREE Boat Slips
FREE information 1
Benefits Call 877-484smoking apt upstairs
148(3
800-578-1363- E xt 300- Own the dream, New 3061 or visit us at
Salo Conduct•d My
KEY MINI
HENRY CIVIC CENTER water paid available
2.128 st log cabin pack- www oakleytransport c
OFFICE space for rent
TN
HENRY
110* no pots
WAREHOUSES if lease
age at spectacular om
753-5980
AL
FINANCI
$260imo
cell
12701293-2098
160.000 acre recreBROKER
REED.
SUZANNE
1850 St Rt 121S
(270)554-3319 h0f110
ational lake! Paved "Drivers- Owner Ops
Get
7/
Troubles/
.IRS
JAMES T. REED, AFFILIATE
Murray. KY 42071
road, u/g utilities, excel- New lease to own prothe IRS oft your back
Fuel
BROKER & AUCTIONEER
270-753-5562
lent financing Call now gram 92 CPM &
ranhelp--gua
can
We
a Semen
paid. all
McKENZIE.TN
surcharge
I BA. carpel,
x1758
2BR
-3154
1-800-704
IRS
Former
teed!
carport,
miles Class-A COL
minsblinds
LICENSE NO. 159, FIRM NO. 39
1-800-427RENTALS DOG Obedience
Agents
SPOft TING/SPORT866-804-2065
re-qd
storage building. clean
3927
731-352and
Minch
0790
436-2858
E
TORAG
MINI-S
ING GOODS
ewe transportameriideal for 2 people no
171
731-234-9
clients
Our
s
for
Associate
Huskies
renting
Now
SIBERIAN
rims 407 South 10th
ca corn
at
never meet with the *CHERRY BLOSSOM
N. 114F*5.
Located at 720 41k St
sale Four beautiful,
101 saws' MIK. •
si references 1425
RY
COUNT
GOLF/
Siberian
IRS!
solid white
Drivers*Flatbed
270436-S491i
per mo•$300 security
CLUB, Georgetown
Huskies looking for a
pay •
Competitive
**posit 759-1967
WANTED
HELP
2711-293-0116
access
Si
public
Voted
Please call
home
Consistent
Bonuses
WI
by
course
for
:BA IBA.- nouii
12701293 3847
-'Construction Workers- golf
home time, great beneMURRAY Store and
TWO*
.:ountry. CAVA. WOmore information
Entry level openings for GolfWeek Magazine
fits Accepting recent
has
presently
Lock
mo
$500
ancos
Join us for your next grads 23 YO. 1 yr OTR.
HS grads up to age 34
LOG CABIN
units available 753Call
Coleman RE 753-9898
Alhara, lads. a. learn err
provide training. round or outing
We
Smithway
$69,900
CDL.A.
ONLY
2905 or 753-7536
4 FAMILY
Ilaureas Art %ark.
salary and 502-570-9849
starting
good
.143$1 IBA, &kik oath
Access
Lake
Motor Xpress 888-619SALE
.../.H.r.1
YARD
'sal
pw
benefits
I a,
hardwood Soong,
excellent
WPFREE Boat Slips
7607 www,smac corn
. I lt,
Aar.
2 mare mules 15 •
3390 ST RT
IMMISTORAGE
-.err. 441 10.h
newly remodeled, no
Own the dream' New
including paid relocahands, trail wagon and
Arn cm.*
fthfrfter
ft.
c•I
WEST
94
control
chrnate
•tnissela
pets 1710 Farmer
2128 sf log cabin pkg
•• loasttatan .4 &Arm..
$3,750
tion Must be in good
harness
(ACROSS FROM
storage
a brad ,a s. ,alar nrIt
Ave
at spectacular 160 000 physical
condition
-2487
(270)293
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excellent
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NICE 2 OR.
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home on 1/2-acre
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• .1 ell .1...Abair. alarbard .•
Murray
$400 House and Siv-ic
22 acres adioining on the inside $97,000
,Irc.
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lake Recently remodMarshall County line
$525 753-6855
Tumbling Creek Good 270-978-0068
Friday A Saturday
eled including paint,
Great building site
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3
slareamem
DUPLEX on large lot in
Twos*, Hamlin, KY
Farms
Sanoga
loortiee
in
Groat
pond
barna bap Inrada••
Cambridge 213R. IBA
$4,900 Down. $595
Wawa'. re• rears I,.
subdivision 293-7872
1607 Kirkwood
each side 42701978
rho, Cal Ruth
roe &norm* dem ar.,
Remodeled.
0505(2701436-2051
753-2222
WC/yen TN.,
IMPlems For Sae
redecorated.
•All Size Units
2 cir 3 BR I BA Home
nice appliances
on I acre land Fenced
Available
39 acres near New
Move-in ready
storwith
yard
back
in
Concord Trophy deer
Price reduced
Now Have
Country
age building
and turkey hunting
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger I Times
to self 1119.000
Irving close to town
marof
acres
125
Climate Control
First Corn* • First Serve
Perfect lor pet owners ,Coll 2710.7534029
timber
ketable
227-1560 or 293-4224
5275 000 293-7872
Pleas* No Phone Calls

Saturday, March 22, 2008•10 a.m.

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER

Real Estate and Personal
Property Estate Auction
April 12, 2008•10 a.m.

KENTUCKY LAKE

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

SAT. * APRIL 26 * 10.00 AM
PARIS - BUCHANAN, TN

OPEN HOUSE MARCH 21st and 25th
4:00 to 7:00 p.m.

1ST MULTI-PARCEL
PROPERTY AUCTION

Visit Our Website:

alexanderauctions.com

stiflowidep

SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 2008... 10:00 A.M.

MORE THAN 25 YEAR COLLECTION BY ONE

PERSON OF APPROXIMATELY 900 BEAUTIFUL
PIECES OF FENTON

Mi.

(

Murray Ledger & times

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • 1 hunday, Starch 20, 2008

C:1

Check us out
on the Web!

NION BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

FREE PALLETS

713-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger at Times
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BY Owner- Bock 3E1R,
28A, new paint, carpet fug walkout basement, CA-VA, new well
pump. storm windows,
2 car garage. deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees, Chariot, Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 641 North
$87,500
(270)753-7549 or
(586)764-6477
FOR-SALE: 3-bedroom, 1 -bath,
1200/Sq-ft Brick home
on 1 -1/4 acres, 4424
641-North CHA,

Appliances, Carport,
Small Greenhouse,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Dnve,
Patio, 2/Room
Workshop, Small
Barn-Outbuilding,
Tractor Carport,
Chicken Coop,
Storage & Tool Shed
$89.900. 615-8047444
NEWLY
renovated
3BR, large den- could
be 4th BR, 2BA, brick
ranch, living/dinning
room, stainless steel
kitchen
appliances,
new beautiful hardwood
floors,
new
Italian tee bath. new
C/l-VA, freshly painted
walls, beautiful crown
molding, 2064 sq ft.,
fruit orchard, grape
arbor, garden area on
appx. 3 acres, 4mi
north Calloway, Almo
Heights,
$155,000.
753-1140, 293-3750.
NEW brick home,
Saratoga Spnngs I,
3BR, 38A, LR, OR,
Kitchen, Sun-room,
2,950 sq ft. heated.
$289.000. 293-2582

Thursday, March 20, MOB • 5B
530

Used Can
MMED1ATE
POSSES1ON
MINI Farm can be split
7.887 acres 3841 all
with walk-in closets. 2
full bath, garden tub.
eat in kitchen vo/ breakfast bar, all kitchen
appliances, pantry, utility room, well built
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra insulation, ect good tested
well, 25 fruit and nut
trees, new barn Just
south of Murray. 1203
Tom Taylor Trail
270-227-0860 Open
House by appointment
NEW
Construction
Just
Finished
Saratoga II. 4BR 2BA
contemporary home.
24 hour recorded message. 800-986-2789
extension 2081
NEW homes and lots
in Riverfield Estates
located on Doran Road
South. Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings 2937872
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, Boating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
$248,500.00.
Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.

1/Fli

MIDI'

m.5% isAreati%epripertysol‘ers.com
(2701761-110ME

SARATOGA II, New
brick home, 48R, 31r2BA, LA, DR.
Kitchen, Sun-room. uie
& hardwood, 3,250-sq
ft. 1349,000 293-2582
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

E**
•
ar
ss

127
KY
595

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Recognize what day it is.
and you can dive into work or a
protect Yes. get it done quickly
and efficiently The Ram needs
some time off, relax and move
into your weekend pleasures in
the early afternoon Some lastminute challenges might pop up.
accordingly
them
Handle
Tonight Look at the possibilities
brst

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Use your ingenuity to
cruise through your day. If you
experience fatigue or slow down,
don't worry Kick back and do

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

3301 St. RI 121N

753-8087

CALL 753-1916
98 Mustang V6 auto,
full power, cd player.
$5,000 obo. 873-2385
2004 YZF-450, ridden
very little, never raced.
2003 77R-125, ridden
slightly. Both in great
condition. $4,000 for
both. (270)293-2487

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

alter 5.00pm.
1974 VOLVO SEDAN
Good for parts and
motor. Call
(270)759-9812
and
leave message

97 Dodge
Dakota
175,000 mile, new
tires, good truck
293-7431

05
Equinox
AWD
$9,899
04 Rendezous $9.899
04 Blazer $6,800
00 Explorer $4,900
02 Blazer $6,200
Montana
02
Van
$5,799
04 Ford Taurus $5.999
00 Grand Prix GT
$5,899
00 Ford Lanet Quad
Cab 4x4 $8,499
99 Chevy Z71 $8,100
C&K Motors
(270)705-5973 anytime
vnvw ckmotorsky corn

16' Polar Kraft boat,
rolling motor, depth
finders, 30HP Yamaha
$3,000 firm 753-6112
after 7:00pm
530

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuumigg
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
1
Lawn
Mowing
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
227-8658 Cell

Since 1,0:

24 noun sums
Res.. Cum.. di hid.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-95 2
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured
437-3044.
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL Carpentry, remodeling, additions, sunrooms, decks, mobile
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors. Larry
Nimmo 227-0587
753-0353

.‘SPHALT
‘litchell Bros.
Paying

SERVICE & PARTS

Murray Ledger & Times

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonog •Decks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)973-2111
Licensed/Insured
naleauconstruction.net
CUSTOM Yard mowing, trimming years
experience (270)8045890.(270)345-2511

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

FREE
•

Si
St.
Sri
Fir

Wirtng
Si Doors
•. & Tillers
i• Ratteriel

270-293-5624

759-0501
753-1537
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd lobs. Free estimates.(270)762-0910.

cials and experts from around
the United States said the new
technology is also hindering
extrication of injured people,
increasingly forcing crews to
work deeper into the critical
"golden hour" between accident
and treatment by emergency
room doctors. On many 2005
and later cars, an extrication that
once took 10 or 15 minutes can
novi take twice that or longer.
To catch up, counties and
cities are spending tens of thousands of dollars — if they can
afford it — to buy more powerful equipment that can cut
through newer cars' reinforced
steel and the lighter, tougher
exotic metals used in roofs,
posts and doors.
Then there are obstacles that
endanger rescuers' safety.
Pressurized gas canisters that
inflate air bags can explode if
pierced by cutting tools.
Rescuers can be blown from
cars when air bags suddenly
inflate. Hidden battery cables in
hybrid cars can deliver a powerful shock.
To protect themselves, workers now have to peel away the
ceiling and interior plastic to see
what's underneath before they
can even start cutting.
Experts cannot say for certain

GRAVEL, white rock
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

HAI Cs WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & speciai ,Ips
• locally ownecliopeiaied

759-1151.293-27M
2914784

whether the delays in getting said the incident led the departthese victims to the hospital ment to buy new heavy rescue
have resulted in people dying. tools costing $54,000 — a sizBut that's the fear.
able expense for a city of around
"We build more fire stations, 40,000.
we make faster fire trucks,
"If the automakers roll out
we've got helicopters to get you something new next year, we
to the hospital," said Roberts. an could be right back where we
expert who teaches extrication were at," Craft said. —That's the
to colleagues around Florida. problem we're confronted
"But what's slowing us down with."
are these vehicles that are harder
Mike Ader, a Volunteer firefor us to get into."
fighter in Rockville, Md.,
The problem has rescue recalled the layered-steel roof
workers scrambling to update post from a 2008 Toyota Camry
their tools and explore different that wouldn't budge under the
ways to attack cars with their blades of a hydraulic cutter after
cutters, spreaders and saws. a broadside crash Jan. 2. The
Some agencies with equipment patient, whose injuries were
more than a few years old are serious but not life-threatening,
arriving at accident scenes and finally had to be maneuvered
finding out that it will no longer around the post.
do the job.
Ader used two types of saws
A fire crew in Bonita and numerous blades to remove
Springs, Ha., discovered the the post after the patient was
problem last year when it rolled removed, The department quickup on a 2007 Lexus that had ly decided to buy a new, more
overturned. Hydraulic cutters powerful cutter.
only a few years old wouldn't
The flip side, of course, is
shear the strengthened steel roof that more people are surviving
posts, so the crew had to move horrific crashes that would have
quickly to cut other parts of the killed them just a few years ago.
car. A job that should have taken
The Fusion's passenger, for
a few minutes required 20 min- example, was hurt but conscious
utes of cutting and sawing to and joking with Roberts as the
remove the driver.
crew worked to get him out. The
Assistant Chief Ken Craft driver of the other vehicle — a
2001 Ford F-150 pickup — was

by Jacqueline Bigar
something rote. Relaxation helps
you revive. Think positively. Be
positive. Tonight: Find your
favorite spot and don't move!

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might wish to be
more dynamic. but something or
someone is holding you back.
Don't worry; this penod is ending
as the Twin smiles and takes
wing soon enough. leaving others way behind. Tonight: Feel
better? Go dancing, bowling or
whatever your pleasure.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might find others to be
obstinate Certainly they are
challenging. If push comes to
shove, you will gain a better
insight or understanding of what
Is going on. Take a stand if need
be Tonight In the limelight.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Quit worrying about what
you cannot change Look at We
with renewed enthusiasm and
energy By the afternoon, though
feeling slightly guilty, you could
brush off work. Aren't you overly
responsible? So? Tonight: Enjoy
visiting with others

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might have done all
you can involving a situation with
creativity, children or romance
Let go and be less structured
Tie up some loose ends, and you
can get the menial part of work
done Tonight. Make it easy

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Use the morning for a
private affair or issue You don't
need to tell everyone later what
has happened As the day ages.
you blossom Stop letting a personal or domestic issue ride
roughshod over you. Think positively. Tonight Bloom in the
social whirl of TGIF

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** What you desire can
happen. You might not see the
correct path. In a sense, you
have done all you can. Step back
and allow others to play out now.
Don't lose hope. Tonight: Take
off. Spend some relaxing time

dead at the scene.

With about three people hurt
in car crashes every minute in

with a friend or by yourself.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to try a
different approach or go in a different direction from others. It
will take power, energy and
determination. Don't be surprised by the flak you might
receive! Tonight: Try to make it
an early night.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Understand that a partner
needs to have as much say as
you. In fact, a wise Water Bearer
will back off and allow a key
associate to call the shots. Be
positive. If something goes
wrong. you aren't responsible
Tonight: Accept an invitation taking you to new turf'

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take a hint from
Aquarius. Start to think about
what you could do in your free
time. Have you pushed hard
enough? Let go and let others
assume your role. Now, what
would you like to do if footloose
and fancy free? Tonight: Find a
favorite person.

530

Mired

753-4344• 2,27.5644
LADY Bug Beds &
More Lawn
mowing,
flower bed cleaning
and renewal
759-9921

I.

METAL ROOFS

I I 111\ ‘1

\\\

Dera Slone
Coated Stec,
Roofing Systems
Vinyl Siding
Mike-Chase Stockwell
759-1085 • 227-6238

l<\ It I.

753-8682
Cell: 227-0726

MURRAY
Mowing
where quality and
experience
meet
Schedule
mowing,
lawn
maintenance,
licensed & insured.
Call for free estimates
(270)227-1591

YARD UR. II
LAWN CARL
• Ciean-ups • Mo
• Spraying Onions &
Dandelions •liming
• Fertilizing

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.

‘), ION
I 1\\ \

No job too mull.
Free estimates.

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
270-978-2105

Need a plumber?

AAN l.dre ur
Mayfield side of
Calloway County.
Reeves Lawn Care
(270)247-6100 leave
message

Call \lark I fecirich
icen.eci

PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeling
Additions/Decks,
Floors, Water Damage
Doors, Windows.
Roofing.
Home
All
Mobile
Repair.
Brick, block.
We're not a handyman.
Insured.
759-4704 or 978-2391
SMALL yards to mow
in Murray. Phone
(270)978-2504
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any respons4billty whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

\Laster Plumber
12701t17S- ISM°
ROOFING Free estimate.(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

MULCH, double grade
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

r

ilte"ftel

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156.
270-293-0034

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Obstacles to a safe rescue
Modern cars employ safety features that protect occupants but
can be difficult or dangerous for rescuers trying to extract
Automatic
someone after a crash
— - rollbars
Some hazards for rescuers
•eir•-idts

Reinforced steer
roof posts and
safety cages
are difficult

i

to cut

Battery packs and
high voltage power
lines on hybrids can
deliver shocks
Air bags
inflate at up
to 200 mph,
their inflators can explode

struts

'

Ii
pretansionera
activated by a
gunpowder charge

Ae
the United States, National Response Alliance, with cooperHighway
Traffic
Safety ation from automakers, is introAdministration spokesman Rae ducing a single Web site that
Tyson said he is comfortable will offer schematics and safety
with the trade-off. Rescue work- specs for most cars on the road.
ers, he said, will have to work Rescue workers could flip open
harder to keep up with technolo- a laptop computer on the way to
gy, just like everybody else.
a crash scene to find out about
"The fatality rate for passen- the construction of the car.
ger vehicles is the lowest in hisAutomakers say they are
tory," Tyson said. 'That, to me, doing more to make safety inforis a pretty good news story."
mation available to rescuers and
One problem for rescue tool makers before new models
workers is how to get the latest come out. For instance, Ford is
technical information about already offering a look at the
newer cars and how to deal with skeleton of the 2009 F-150 pickthem.
up, built with the strongest steel
Later this year, the nonprofit construction the company has
group COMCARE Emergency ever used.
SOURCE COMCARE

Chips and Chucks

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Investigate and make an
opportunity happen. If you feel
positive or are willing to take a
stand, others will stop. Before
you take this action, ask yourself: How much will this stand
cost? Tonight: Loosen up with
friends.

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

JOE'S JOBS

270 37-4407
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

litre 40 %t,,r. ewer/emu

APPUANCE REPAIR

The Place to Start...
(270)753-1916

Hill Electric

&Rotors

Call 753-5606

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Friday, March 21, 2008:
Step back often this year.
Choose activities that induce
relaxation and growth. Aries is
the natural pioneer of the zodiac,
but other signs need to lead too.
Remember, the only person you
can control is yourself. Letting
go is a big part of your next year.
Pressure often builds with
authority figures, as they could
be overly demanding. If you are
single and you naturally evolve
in a new direction, many admirers could start knocking on your
door! Take your time choosing.
Enjoy dating. If you are
attached, you'll discover a new
heat firing up between you if
you become slightly more passive. Forcing directness or clarity with LIBRA doesn't work.

General Contracting

(.1,11111,

Sturdy cars make for tough rescues
TAMPA, Ha.(AP) — Capt.
Clint Roberts makes his living
cutting accident victims out of
hideously mangled vehicles, but
even he could hardly believe it
when two people in a 2007 midsize car survived a head-on
crash with a full-sized pickup
last year.
The Ford Fusion's reinforced
steel construction prolAibly
saved the lives of the 11-year;
old driver and his 16-year-old
passenger. But Roberts said it
gave his Hillsborough County
Fire Rescue crew fits as they
tried to free them last
November.
Because hydraulic cutters
couldn't shear the roof posts,
rescue workers had to turn to
heavy-duty
electric
saws,
replacing blade after blade as
they dulled on the rugged material.
"It was just beating the snot
out of the tools," adding minutes
and delaying medical treatment,
Roberts said.
There is no question that
today's cars save lives by
cocooning motorists in reinforced alloys, impact-absorbing
crumple zones and as many as a
dozen air bags.
But in interviews with The
Associated Press, rescue offi-

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Swains Offored

Tried&Tme

Recipes
By Mr. Mom Mark Anderson

So many people have asked
do I use the same pans for
the Pet Treats for my family. First it would not hurt
to use the same pans. but
my oldest would not stand
for that. So, to answer those
questions .... NO!
This week 1 would like to
do People Treats. I had a lot
of readers send me their
cookie recipes and after trying them we would like to
give you some. Some of them
might sound different, but
give them a try.

POTATO CHIP COOKIES
By Laurie Alonzd
I
1
I
2
1
2
1

c. soften butter
c. brown sugar
c. white sugar
eggs
tsp. vanilla
c. all-purpose flour
tsp. baking soda

I c. pecans
I c. crushed potato chips (Ruffles brand are
best)

Cream shortening, sugars, eggs, and vanilla. Add
remaining ingredients. Drop by teaspoons onto greased
cookie sheet. Flatten with a fork dipped in hot
water. Bake for 10 to 15 minutes at 350 degrees.
WOO

CORN FLAKE COOKIES
By Johnny Smith
I c. white sugar
I c. brown sugar
I c. shortening
2 large eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
1 tbsp. soda
2 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. salt
2 c. flour
1 c. coconut
I c. chopped pecans
3 c. crushed corn flakes
Mix dry ingredients. Cream sugar: combine.
Break eggs over mixture; add vanilla and other
ingredients; Mx well. Shape with hands into cookies about 2 inches in diameter. Place on greased
cookie sheet and bake at 350 degrees about 15
minutes.

ITALIAN CHEESE COOKIES
By Mom Bagilo
1/2 lb butter
2 cups granulated sugar
I lb ricotta cheese
2 teaspoons of vanilla

3 large eggs
4 cups flour
I teaspoon of baking soda
Cream butter and sugar; add vanilla, eggs, and
ncotta cheese. Beat well.
Add flour and baking soda. Slowly drop by
teaspoonfuls onto ungreased cookie sheet.
Bake 13-15 minutes at 350°F.
That is how the cookie crumbles and as my
daughter said 'That's a keeper'. Don't forget bring
your children into the kitchen. Everyone needs to
learn to cook. Please keep the recipes coming by
emailing us at mrmommurray0.bellsouth.net or writing Mr. Mom at Murray Ledger A Times.

•0'.

COMICS / FEATURES
Wife misses ex's friendship
after years of breaking up

6I1 • Thursday, March M 2008

LooklogBack
II years age
New officers of Chapter 853
ol National Association of Retired
Federal Employees are Richard
Huddlesion. president. Eva Morns. first vice president. Imogene
Herndon. second vice president,
1-ran Sootier. secretary. and John
..01slICI. tiCiisUftf
Binh, reported include a boy
10 laireen and Kim Musky, March
lb, a girl to Christina and Billy
Rushing. a girl to Ruth and Terry
Henson. a girl to Came and Robert
Yearry, a girl to Carrie Hayes and
Dale Mamma a boy to Tiffany
and David Whaley and a girl to
1)edne and Christopher Moore,
March 17
20 Years ago
Murray State University lost
61-58 to Kansas in the second round
of the Midwest Regional NCAA
Basketball Tournament at Lincoln,
Neb. Jeff Martin was high scorer for Murray.
Mamie Pfc. Dale R. Vaught
graduated from Marine Corps
ReaUil Depot, Parris Island. S.C.
He is the son of Dan and Jean
Warren of New Concord and a
1985 graduate of Calloway County High School
Births reported include a boy
to Dr and Mrs. Ted Forrest, Feb.
27
JO years ago
An increase in housing and
dining rates for Murray State Umversity students and approval for
four key faculty and staff appointments were among the items authortied by the MSC! Board of Regents.
Appointments were Johnny Reagan. new athletic- director and
baseball coach. Ron Greene as
head basketball coach', Dr. Richard
liutaell. vice president for aca(ICIIIIL affairs, and Dr James Meeks.
hairman of department of chemistry
the United Campus Ministry
has heen temporarily relocated to
the sev nod floor of Ordway Hall

at Murray State University The
facility on North 15th Street was
gutted by fire recently
40 years ago
The largest draft call since the
Korean Conflict for Calloway
County will be April 8. according to Gussie Adams, chief clerk
of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service_ Seventeen men
will be sent for induction along
with 15 local men and 15 transfers fur pre-induction Two charter buses will take the men to
Nashville, Tenn., for induction and
pre-induction.
Elected as officers of the Lynn
Grove Adult Farmer Class are
Duff Erwin. president. Eugene
Stone, vice president, and James
Hams, secretary. W.H. Brooks is
teacher for the class.
50 years ago
Pictured are members of the
Western Forestry District who
attended the 18th annual Fire Control Training School at Cumberland Falls. They were Wade
Roberts, Ralph A. Nelson, Lay
Shreve, Vernon Head, Luther
Lynch, Charles Butts and Clarence
Gray.
Nancy Osamu, senior at Murray State College. will present her
senior art exhibit March 30-April
13 at the Mary Ed McCoy Hall
all Gallery. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham
of Murray.
Calloway County Singing Convention will be March 23 at Almo
High School.
60 years age
The Murray Rotary Club has
voted to sponsor the Calloway
County Junior Dairy Project. A.
Carman of the Agriculture Department of the Murray State College first introduced the idea to
the club some weeks ago to explain
the project to the full membership Each member will work with
a buddy in the county area.

DEAR ABBY: My ex-husband and I have remained
friends and lovers for the past
37 years. We maintained a
relationship
that
included
shared vacations and socializing together. We even talked
of living in a retirement borne
together one
day.
Three
months ago,
he stopped
communicating with
me. A month
later, he sent
me a greeting
card
telling me to
'remember
By Abigail
our
good
Van Buren
times
always.'
My heart has not mended.
I cry continuously. I have not
contacted him, but I know I
deserve more than this because
of the nature of our relationship. Abby, how do I handle
these emotions, my future, and
the social and family events that
will be coming up? -- GRIEVING IN DAYTON. OHIO
DEAR GRIEVING: Under
the circumstances, your feelings
-- and your tears -- are normal. You are grieving for your
lost husband. This is a process
you should have gone through
37 years ago, when the marriage ended. But because you
continued behaving as husband
and wife, the strings remained
tied.
It would be healthier for

Dear Abby

you if you had some closure.
By that I mean if he had
explained why he was ceasing communication. After all
this time you deserve some
answers -- even if they're
painful to hear.
You may need professional
counseling to handle your emotions. As to the social and
family events that are scheduled, ask a friend to accompany you. Your future will
take care of itself.
DEAR ABBY: I am in my
40s, single, and have bought
a house. There is no man in
my future. My parents helped
me by giving me the down
payment. They expect me to
pay them back plus interest.
My parents paid for both
my sisters weddings and also
helped with the expense for
my brother's wedding. Since
they didn't have to pay for a
wedding for me, I think the
down payment should be considered "wedding money," and
I should not be required to
pay it back. What is your opinion?
-JILTED
DOWN
SOUTH
DEAR JILTED: What bothers me about your letter is the
sense of entitlement it conveys. I assume that at the time
your parents loaned you the
money, you agreed to the terms.
If that's the case, then you
should abide by them. You are
fortunate your parents were
willing (and able) to help you.
Residential loans are not easy
to get right now.
000

Toduhdlistonr
B 'lhe Associated Press
today is Thursday, March 20.
the 811th do of 2008 There are
286 day s left in the year Spring's
aim al I 48 am Lastern time
Today. Highlight in History
on March 20, 1815, Napokon
Bonaparte returned to Pans after
....aping his exile on Elba. beginning his "Hundred Days- ruk
On this date
In 141 3 England's King Henry
I% died he was succeeded by
I'

In 1828. poet-dramatist Hennk Ibsen was born in Skien. Norway.
In 1852, Harriet Beecher
Stowe's influential novel about
slavery, "Uncle Tom's Cabin." was
first published in book form after
being serialized
In 1908, British actor Sir
Michael Redgrave was born in Bristol, England
In 1908. Amencan broadcasting pioneer Frank Stanton. the president of CBS for 26 years, was

born in Muskegon. Mich.
In 1956, union workers ended
a 156-day strike at Westinghouse
Electric Corp.
In 1988. 8-year-old DeAndra
Anng found herself airborne when
the siring of her kite was snagged
by an airplane flying over Shoreline Park in Mountain View, Calif.
IDeAndra was lifted 10 feet off
the ground and carried some 100
feet until she let go she was not
seriously hurt.)
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ortiny saved Is
(1 pennyearned
and a sup,that your
andpurents are
hopdessly out of(ouch)

DEAR ABBY: I always find
the letters you print about "pennies from heaven" intriguing.
I lost a dear friend to a serious illness a few years ago. I
was at work the day after her
death, and we were having a
severe, unseasonable thunderstorm. I had to wait until it
was over to get to my car.
As I approached my car, I
noticed a shiny penny -- not
on the ground, but on the back
of my windshield! The hairs
on the back of my neck stood
up. I immediately thought of
my friend Lisa. She must have
known that I had been berating myself for not having been
there for her while she was
at her sickest point. In my
heart, I feel that the penny
was Lisa's way of telling me
she forgave me for not being
a better friend. -- WISH I
HAD A SECOND CHANCE
DEAR WISH: Regret is
the cancer of life. Rather than
looking backward, resolve to
do better in the future. We
find forgiveness where we look
for it -- and if finding the
penny was a comfort to you.
then it has served its purpose.

C.If•Jl_31t
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Are isupervitamms'
worth super cost?
DEAR DR. GOTT: Would you
please comment on the supposed
supers.itarruns manufactured by a
company named USANA Corp
that is listed on the stock exchange?
Are they efficacious and worth
the exorbitant prices that they
for
charge
prodtheir
ucts7
DEAR
READER:
The USANA
Corp. is based
in Salt Lake
City,
Utah.
The company.
makes nutritional,
weight-management and
By
Dr. Peter Gott skin -care
products, selling through a marketing system
of more than 140,000 independent distributors similar to Amway
and Avon. USANA also produces
skin and hair-care products under
a different brand name. I am unfamiliar with their "exorbitant" prices
for the merchandise they manufacture, but I am advised the company reported sales of almost $375
million in 2006.
Consider that a product is manufactured, packaged, shipped to a
sales person and ultimately delivered to your home through a distributor. That's a lot of middlemen getting a piece of the financial pie. With clever advertising,
attractive packaging and promises of a better product, any company can feel justified in charging what the market will allow.
Are the products better? I don't
know, but I suggest you review
the ingredient panel of one of the
vitamins you have already purchased from USANA. Then visit

Dr. Gott

your local chain pharmacy or
department store to compare ingredients. Arc they the same except
for the dramatic difference in price''
After all, aspirin is asptnn, and
many vitamins are — you guessed
it — vitamins. You can purchase
a well-known brand name or a
generic store brand. You're still
getting aspirin or vitamins that
give similar results. The decision
is up to you. If you are willing,
experiment with vitamins containing the same ingredients that cost
substantially less and still provide
good results. You will be ahead
of the game financially If, on
the other hand, you believe you
have to spend more to get better
results, then stick with a more
costly brand.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Vitamins
and Minerals."
DEAR DR.GOTT: I have been
taking Premarin for years and
have had terrible night sweats. I
stopped the medication, and not
only did my sweats stop, but my
legs feel better, and I can walk
with ease.
DEAR READER: I cannot
speculate on why your sweating
occurred, since one of Premarin's
purposes is to reduce the incidence of hot flashes. On the down
side, leg cramps have been reported with its use. Perhaps hormonal changes and long-term use of
the product have played a role
in your recent unpleasant symptoms. Listening to your own body
is always important, as nature tells
you things if you just pay attention. The elimination of your night
sweats and leg pain tells me that
you did the nght thing in stopping the hormone replacement.

ContractBridge
What Can Defeat Me?
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 7 4 2
WK 6 5 4
•J 76
*9 5
EAST
WEST
•Q10853
4K196
W9
Q 1 10 7 3 2
•9 5 3 2
•A 8
' • "40A
*6 4 3
SOUTH
4—
WA8
•K Q 104
diK C1 J 10 8 7 2
The bidding:
West
North
East
South
Pass
I.
s,
Pass
Opening lead
nine of hearts.
Assume you get to five dabs on
the bidding shown and West leads a
heart. If you are a happy-go-lucky
sort, it does not take you long to fail.
You win the heart lead with the ace
and play a trump. East takes the ace
and returns a heart. which West ruffs.
Sooner or later you lose a diamond to
the ace and go down one.

But if you're by nature a more
cautious soul, you wind up making
the contract. As soon as dummy
comes down, you can see that the
only real danger is the possibility that
West's heart lead is a singleton.
There is certainly a reasonable possibility that East's opening heart bid
was based on a six-card suit.
The next step is to ask yourself
whether there is any way of averting
a heart ruff. Once you've gotten this
far, it should not take king to find the
answer. Accordingly, you win the
heart lead with dummy's king, play
the ace of spades and on it discard
the ace of hearts!
The rest of the play is anticlimactic. At trick three, you lead a trump.
East wins with the ace and returns a
heart. You ruff, draw trumps. concede a diamond to the ace and finish
with II tricks.
The band is a further illustration
of how a truly careful declarer goes
about the business of nailing down a
contract that might otherwise fail.
"What can defeat me'r" he asks himself and he then takes whatever steps
are necessary to overcome the incipient danger.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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Crosswords
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12
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Stuck-up
Bubble up
Zig s opposite
Neutral color
Winter
Olympics event
14 Wyo neighbor
15 Bristle with
16 Precentnan et al
17 Beret cousin
18 CEO transport
20 Viscous
22 Donated
25 New Age singer
27 Very dry
28 Ms Thurman
29 Aileron site
33 Whey-faced
34 Computer term
35 — Tome
36 Nudge perhaps
38 Have being
39 Use a paper
towel
40 Ms McBee!
42 Ax directives
43 Holly feature
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47
48
51

Energy source
Ivy Leaguer
Plan of action
Polynesian
cawing
55 Deadly snake
56 Gaudy sign
57 Comda shouts
58 Bndal notice
word
59 DNA
component
60 Spruce
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Animal doc
Queen beater
Vexation
Gave Novocain
Took to the air
Not just mine
Khan of note
In disorder
Ristorante
order
10 Bede or
Sandler
11 Sttrig as verison

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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19 Mall of
America s St
21 Regulabon
22 Stare
23 OPEC
member

24 Honeysuckle
25 Atlanta
university
26 Appoint
28 Eurasian
mountains
30 Cow-headed
goddess
site
31
32 Leaves
37 Listener s
need
39 Chinese
dumpling
41 Recumbent
42 Madame
— Barry
43 Coffee source
44 Uttimatum
word
45 Ready to bar
vest
46 Levelheaded
49 Scottish over
50 Many
Millennia
52 Seine
moorage
53 Green parrot
54 Suffix
for 'one who'
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NCAA TOURNMIENT
POINTING THE WAY
TO THE NC2A
RACERS READY To'Dun'
IT OUT WITH BLUE DEVILS
Photo/MICHAEL DANN

Story/TOMMY DULLARD

hen Jody Adams was a sophomore at Tennessee, she
learned a little something about playing as an underdog in
the NCAA Tournament.
It wasn't her No. 1-ranked Lady Vols who were the
underdog, however.
In the second round, Adams and Tennessee ran into a fiesty squad
from then-Southwest Missouri State. The eighth-seeded Lady
Bears, behind the play of star guard Melody Howard, gave the
nation's top team all it wanted and more before falling by eight
points in the Mideast Regional at Knoxville.
"They came in and took us to the wire and nearly beat us
on our home floor," Adams said.
That was more than 15 years ago, but can Adams apply
anything from the Lady Bears' performance to the uphill
battle her current Murray State team faces in the NCAA
Tournament this weekend?
"Grit and guts," said the first-year head coach.

W

The 14-seed Racers will need plenty experience of going to the Dance for
of that when they take on third-seeded the first time is even more special for
Duke in College Park, Md., Sunday. her players than it was for her as a
Ranked ninth in this week's Associated freshman player.
"There, it was expected," she said.
Press poll. the Blue Devils finished the
regular season tied for third in the ACC "Here, it's something new, t's never
and upset second-seeded Maryland in been done here so there's a newness to
it."
the conference tournament semifinals.
Adams isn't alone in her NCAA
Duke will be making its 14th consecutive trip to the NCAA Tournament, Tournament experiences, however.
Senior transfer center Angela Brown
while Murray State is making its first.
But while the majority of the Racers came to Murray State from Old
have never played on the big stage, Dominion, which advanced to the tourtheir coach has been around the block a nament in each of Brown's three seatime or two. As starting point guard for sons. But this time, Brown will be startthe Lady Vols in her playing days, the ing on the big stage instead of riding the
NCAA Tournament was not only bench, and her contributions will be
expected year in and year out, it was a vital to Murray State's chances.
The 6-foot-5 Brown will be matched
given.
Which is why Adams believes the up with Duke center Chante Black, also

6-5. After sitting out last
season with a knee injury,
Black has been core to the
Blue Devils' success this
season, averaging 13.7
points per game and pulling
down 6.8 rebounds, leading
Duke in both categories.
"Chante has been special
for us this year," Duke head
coach Joanne McCallie said.
"She learned a lot from her
experience last seAson and has
really applied a lot of great
things to this season and I think
she can get a whole lot better."
Adams said the matchup will
be a challenging one for
•See DUKE,2C

SUNDAY'S KEY MATCHUP

AP

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Duke's Chante Black is a post threat unlike any
the Racers have seen this season. She's leading
the Blue Devils in both points per game (13.7) and
rebounds per game (6.8).

Murray State will pin its hopes of stopping Black on
senior center Angela Brown. Brown started the
year quietly after transfernng from Old Dominion,
but has since found her groove down low.

Page 2: Tale of the tape between Murray State and Duke teams
Page 3: Asst. Coach Cross has been fixture with the Racers
Page 4: Images from the Racers' OVC Championship run
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The Lineups...

•Duke
From page 1C
Brown, who doesn't face a lot of
centers with Black's size in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
"It's something that should
probably be pretty motivating
1ikr,21ingela," she said. "She'll
playlomeotte her size and she's
going to play one of the best
post players an the country. I
hope she sees it as an opportunity to play against one of the best
and size up to her."
Both Murray State and Duke
average over 70 points per
game, and one advantage the
Racers have over some other
mid-major squads is their ability
to score, and score quickly.
Three-point shooting has earned the Racers at times this season, especially in pans of the
second halt of their OVC
Championship victory over
Eastern Illinois.
As a team. Murray State is
shooting 36.5 percent from
beyond the arc on the season.
more than four percentage
points better than their opponents' 32.3.
McCallie said on Tuesday
that she hadn't yet watched tape
of the Racers, but confessed that
AP
Murray State's shooting numDuke's Chante Black is a post threat unlike any the Racers
bers caught her eye.
She's leading the Blue Devils in both
"What I think is interesting have seen this
about them is their ability to points per game (13.7) and rebounds per game (6.8).
score points, their sconng bal- in practice. I'd have to go ask
ance, three-point shooting (men's head coach) Billy
attack." she said. -They've got (Kennedy) to borrow some of
players that can score because hi'. players to be comparable in
they average 74 points a game. the site we will face. That's the
(A shootout) is not something difference - the night and day
1
we want to get into with them." difference ---- is the size."
As tar as guard play goes.
the
know
Racers
The
Adams believes her backcourt matchup isn't favorable. They
trio of Amber Gulley, Alaina know the odds are stacked
Lee and Shaleea Petty can against them.
match up with Duke fundamenBut if you ask forward and
tal-wise. hut the Racers lag ()V(' Player of the Year Ashley
behind in size
Hayes, the task is far from
With Lee standing Just 5-3 impossible.
and Petty at 5-5, Murray State's
-They're a program that a lot
•un is small by ()V(' man- of people watch, so this is a
daft's, so the Racers will have good chance for us to go out
their work cut out for them there and make our name
against Duke. Blur 1)evil guard nationally. known," said Hayes,
duo Abby Waiter and Vvanisha who leads the Racers, averaging
Smith stand 5-11) and 5-11. Ix 2 points per game. -I know I
respectively
can go out there and compete.
-I think as Lit as quickness, l'm not afraid. We have to go at
AP
we can definitely match up." them and they're going to go at Shaleea Petty raises her
Adams said. -They're lust big- us too rhes have weapons on arms in victory after the
ger bodies. hut we've faced that their team. hut so do we."
Racers won the OVC title
all season We 4. an•t emulate that

season
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Amber Guffey
Guard
Junior • 5'7"
18.0 ppg
4.4 apg

VVanisha Smith
Guard
senior • 5'11"
9.1 ppg
2.9 apg

Shaleea Petty
Guard
senior • 5'5"
10.2 ppg
4.2 apg

Jasmine Thomas
Guard
freshman • 5'9"
7.8 ppg
2.7 apg

Alaina Lee
Guard
senior • 5'3"
11.4 ppg
40% 3-pt.

Abby Waner
Guard
junior • 5'10"
10.5 ppg
4.1 apg

Ashley Hayes
Guard/Forward
junior • 5'10"
18.2 ppg
8.5 rpg

Joy Cheek
Forward
sophomore • 6'1"
9.8 ppg
5.3 rpg

Angela Brown
Center
senior • 6'5"
7.0 ppg
5.0 rpg

Chante Black
Center
junior • 6'5"
13.7 ppg

LA

LA

6.8 rpg
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"BEING ABLE TO WATCH YOUR PLAYERS THAT
YOU
WITH FOR THEIR ENTIRE CAREERS CUT DOWN HELPED BRING HERE TO MURRAY STATE AND THAT YOU'VE WORKED
THE NETS, ESPECIALLY THE SENIORS, WAS VERY FULFILLING."
— MSU ASSISTANT COACH ROB CROSS

Long Road Traveled
AFTER 13 YEARS OF WINDING, BUMPY ROAD, CROSS
FINALLY GETS OVC CHAMPIONSHIP
By TOMMY DILLARD
accomplished the ultimate goal.

Sports Writer
.know ss here you're going, you
have to know where you've been.
When Murray State women's
basketball is the subject, there is
no one who knows this better than Rob
Cross.
In his 13th season as a Racer assistant, Cross is believed to be the only
assistant coach in NCAA Division I
basketball to remain as an assistant at
the same school through three different
head coaching regimes — serving
under Eddie Fields, Joi Felton and now
Jody Adams.
Which is why Cross, perhaps better
than anyone, understands the significance of the Racers' 69-58 win over
Eastern Illinois in the Ohio Valley
Conference
Championship
last
Saturday.
He was around when it wasn't cool
to be associated with women's basketball at Murray State. He was around
when wins were few and far between,
rather than a nightly occurence.
Cross was hired at Murray State in
1995, smack in the middle of a stretch
in which the women's program posted a
losing record for 16 consecutive seasons. That stretch spanned four head
coaches, two of which Cross served
, under — Fields and Felton.
So Cross could be excused if he was
a little more emotional than most while
watching the Racers cut down the nets
at Nashville's Municipal Auditorium.
"Being able to watch your players
that you helped bring here to Murray
State and that you've worked with for
their entire careers cut down the nets,
especially the seniors, was very fulfilling," Cross said from his office on
Tuesday."The most fulfilling thing I've
ever experienced in basketball."
Wanting that fulfillment was part of
the reason he decided to stay at Murray
State last April when Felton left for
Central Florida. The Racers had come
within two points of an OVC
Charfigtionship in 2007 and received a
hid to the NIT But they still hadn't

T

The day Adams was hired as the program's next head coach. Cross didn't
even attend the press conference. He
was out of town, interviewing for a
head coaching position at another
school. It was the second time he had
been passed up in favor of a top assistant from somewhere else for the head
coaching position at his alma mater.
However, after meeting Adams and
being asked to join her staff. Cross had
a decision to make, one he said was
made easy after getting to know the former University of Tennessee star.
'There was no doubt in my mind
after meeting her and getting to know
her and her expectations," Cross said.
"I wanted to stay and help these young
ladies finish the job they started and
win the championship and see them
leave with their degrees."
Though it is Adams who, in her first
season as a head coach, has brought the
Racer program to its highest level ever,
the building began with Felton and her
staff.
Current senior Gerraca Matthews
was the first player to sign with the
Racers under Felton, doing so before
the former head coach had even moved
to Murray, Cross recalled.
The following year, Felton brought
in Shaleea Petty and Alaina Lee, also
seniors on this year's squad. But in
addition to netting players who could
help Murray State contend for a championship, Felton had another, more
important matter to tend to.
"Changing the culture here was
something Joi had to do because of the
fact that losing had occurred for such a
long period," Cross said."We did some
good things when Eddie Fields was
here, but we never could quite get over
the hump. There was always this 'monkey on your back'feeling in the back of
the minds of the players.
"When new coaches come . in, the
players always say, 'We're working so
much harder than we did before.' That
really happened with Joi. It was a cultural thing she had to deal with"

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Rob Cross(center) has been with the Murray State women's basketb
all program for the past 13 years. However.
it wasn't until this season that the longtime Racer assistant caputred
his first OVC Tournament title
Felton took the Racers from an 11- son.
gram. As recruiting coordinator, he has
17 mark in 2005-06 to a 21-10 mark
"Jody came in and picked up right already been responsible
for recruiting
and an appearance in the OVC title where Joi left off and raised
it another and coaching players who have earned
game in 2006-07, a 10-game turn- notch," Cross said. "I thought
she did a a combined 23 All-OVC awards at • around that lifted Murray State from phenomenal job of making
the team her Murray State.
perennial also-ran to legitimate title own, while also understanding
that we
With Murray State's appearance on
contender.
had success and we had a lot of talent the NCAA Tournament
selection show
Winning the championship and coming back. She played
to the and its nationally-televised game
receiving the OVC's automatic NCAA strengths of this team."
Sunday against Duke. Cross' job will
Tournament bid was the only accomNow, with the Racers set to play only get easier, he says.
plishment left for the Racers, a task their first-ever game
in the NCAA
"That exposure on television, there's
Adams was challenged with when she Tournament this
weekend, Cross
stepped in to fill Felton's shoes this sea- believes the sky is the
limit for the pro•See CROSS,4C
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• Gourmet Pizzas
• Baby Back BBQ Ribs
• Pub Steak Platter
• Baked Wild Salmon
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Ridin' the Road to College Park...

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Rob Cross sits next to head coach Jody Adams during a game
this season at the Regional Special Events Center in Murray.
Adams is the third coach Cross has assisted on the sidelines
in 13 years with the Racer program

•Cross
the university here," said Cross,
a 1991 graduate of Murray
State. "For me to leave here to
accept another coaching position, it would have to be something that would be just an unbelievable situation. I'm not chasing a job to go somewhere else
and be at the next level. I like
what I'm doing. I think being
happy where you are and happy
at your profession — those are
the key things in life."

From Page 3C
no way we could ever pay for
the advertising that going to the
NCAA Tournament brings to the
university," he said. It takes
your program to another level in
the eyes of potential student-athletes and the community in general."
But what about Cross himself? After 13 years as an assistant, doesn't he want his chance
to direct a program of his own?
"I love the community and

SCHEDULE RESULTS
Murray State

LINEUPS
MURRAY STATE
PraliaM• Starters
Poe. Yr
Name
Sr
Angela Brown C
Ashley Hayes G/F Jr
Sr
G
Ala,na Lee
Sr
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SUM
photos by AP and MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

iTop left) Murray State players hoist the OVC Championship trophy
after defeating Eastern Illinois in Nashville. Tenn.
(Top right) Senior guard Gerraca Matthews goes up for a shot
against Alabama ASM in a December game at the RSEC.
(Bottom left) Junior guard Amber Guffey dnves around a screen set
by sophomore center Pam Bell against Tennessee State.
(Bottom right) OVC Player of the Year Ashley Hayes (left) and firstlearner Amber Guttey both scored their 1.000th point this season.
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'Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!'
$150 wok"'

(No Obligation - Nothing To Pay)

VOL MR HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF Pl%CHED NERVES!
1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4. Ailhntis
5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Sinusitis
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9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms
13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

759-1116
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FIND OUT NOW whether careful. professional chiropractic care can
relieve your aches and prams This examination normally costs $150 00 Or
more II will include a chiropractic orthopedic lest, a chiropractic neurological testa spinal alignment check. an examination tot restricted or excess
motion in the spine and a pnyale consultation with the doctor to disCUss
the results
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